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Winningest coach in Fairfield volleyball history leaves for Rutgers
BY TOM CLEARY

Jeff "C.J." Werneke had no idea he
was walking off the Alumni Hall floor
for the final time as Fairfield's volleyball
head coach after the MA AC Championship in November. But after six seasons
at Fairfield, Werneke announced Monday that he has been hired as the Rutgers
University head coach.
"It was the right time to move
on," said Werneke. "Rutgers pursued

me because they knew me from my time
as an assistant coach there and because of
all the success we had at
Fairfield."
Werneke was an assistant coach at Rutgers
from 1999-2001.
The Rutgers coaching
job opened up following a
3-22 season after which
Head Coach Orlando Gonzalez was not retained. It
was the Scarlet Knights'
WERNEKE

third-straight losing season.
"Rutgers is a place that I had great
experiences and memories, so I am looking forward to returning there," said Werneke. "They made me an offer I could not
refuse."
, At Fairfield, Werneke led the Stags to
a 21-13 overall record and a 17-1 MA AC
season.
Overall, Werneke has a 111-85 career
record and is the winningest coach in Stags
volleyball history. He has been named
MAAC Coach of the Year twice, in 2006

and 2007, and won fourstraight MAAC regular
season championships.
"C.J. continued to
SAYING GOODBYE;
build on the success of
SEEP.24
our volleyball program,"
Athletics Director Gene
Doris said in a statement. "We are confident
that the qualities he brought to our program will help him in bringing the Rutgers
program to the upper echelon of the Big
INSIDE:

SEE "WERNEKE" ON P.
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Testing the water:
A sneak peek at the FUSA
presidential election
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

This time last year, the student body
was set to cast its vote in the interesting race for FUSA president between a
more-than-qualified candidate and a very
popular incumbent.
That democratic spirit was sucked
out of the student body when the race was
called off.
This year's
FUSA elections,
which will be held
on Feb. 28, are
shaping up to be
what some may
consider the most
competitive ever.
One student
contemplating a
THIBODEAU
campaign for the
FUSA presidency this election season is
Spencer Thibodeau' 10.
"If I decided to run, I couldn't run
FUSA by myself," said Thibodeau. "FUSA
needs student input."
His belief is based .
j
on a simple theory: If j
INSIDE:
more people show gen- :
uine interest in running : EDITORIAL:
and there is a greater : BANKONTHE
voter turnout, it will :
..»„„
:
BALLOT
produce a more interac- :
tiveFUSA.
!
SEEP.9
"I thought last year "
was a disappointment because we only had
one candidate," said Thibodeau. "That

Contributed Photo

Caribbean crusade: Ignatian solidarity core traveled to Kingston, Jamaica on a service trip during winter break. In line with Jesuit
ideals of service-learning, students who participate in service trips are able to spend their break building relationships with the native people and immersing themselves in their culture. Pictured here with local children by Mt. Friendship are Mike Hebert '08, Kara
Dooley '08, Ashlee Downing '08, Kathryn Harlukowicz '08 and Amber DelPrete '08. This is one of numerous service trips that the
University offers during break. For an account of such a service trip, told through the eyes of a participant who traveled to Ecuador,
see the story on p. 15.

SEE "CRAVING" ON P.
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Ivy League aid on the rise, Fairfield remains Stag-nant
BY KATE MCGANN

In the endless crusade to afford the
ever-increasing cost of college, a new
source of relief may be on the horizon.
Top-tier colleges, such as Harvard,
Yale and Duke, have recently introduced
significant financial aid initiatives aimed at
lessening the pressure for both lower- and
middle-income families.
According to Fairfield's Director of
Financial Aid Erin Chiaro, Fairfield's commitment to need-based aid is strong.
"In the past two years, Fairfield has
invested over $6 million in new money
towards financial aid," said Chiaro.
Since 2001, more than 30 schools
have expanded their financial aid policies in response to the growing burden
a college education is on the average
American family.

While many schools are diligent
about ensuring that need-based students,
usually defined as those whose families'
incomes are under $60,000, are mostly or
fully covered by either loans, grants or a
combination of the two. What is notable
about the recent financial aid overhauling
is that coverage is expanded to households
earning up to $ 180,000, or even $200,000
in the case of Harvard and Yale, respectively.
Here at Fairfield, however, expanded
coverage of such a broad range of incomes
isn't likely in the near future. According
to Chiaro, approximately one quarter of
students' families have incomes under
$50,000.
"We are deeply committed to making
sure they can afford to be at Fairfield,"
SEE "FINANCIAL" ON P.
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Endowments for high-priced universities

ustration by Katie McCarthy

To be well-endowed: Schools with larger endowments are better able to expand financial aid coverage for students.
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Business students find themselves in the fast lane

Mirror

IN THE KNOW
News briefs

She was not alone with this opinion.
"Overall, the experience was very rewarding. This contest helped me in connectA team of five Fairfield graduate students
LOCAL
ing classroom experience to real world," said
placed third in a marketing competition, beating out 65 other schools nationwide.
Raffellini.
The purpose of the 2007 Chevrolet ColThe five teams of finalists, which in- John Klein, chairman, CEO and
cludes King's College Marketing Chalpresident of People's
lege, Drexel UniverBank dies at 58
lenge was to create an
sity, the University
Klein, who ran the Bridgeportadvertising campaign
of North Carolina- based People's United Bank, died
for the company's new
Greensboro and the Friday after a three-year battle with
fuel-efficient cars.
University of West cancer.
Pitches had to include
Florida, along with
The company recently coma review of the estabFairfield, received pleted its largest acquisition in its
lished target market
and a range of media
scholarships of vary- 166-year history. Chittenden Corp.
ing amounts.
elements.
in Vermont gave People's United
The challenge was
Ashley said she branches in Maine, Vermont, New
sponsored by National
is now looking for- Hampshire and Massachusetts.
In a statement, University PresiAdventure Partners,
ward to getting her
dent
Fr. Jeffrey von Arx said: "The
classes
engaged
with
which links advertisa similar marketing impact of John Klein's life will be
ers with colleges so
challenge sponsored enduring on those he touched and the
that the agencies gain
by Internet giant communities he served. Our thoughts
student insight while
Google.
and prayers are with John's family
the graduates gain experience.
Fairfield was and friends."
Both undergraduthe only school to
ate and graduate stube represented twice
A bright idea for Fairfield
dents at these schools
Fairfield received a generous doin the top 10 slots of
were given a threethe
contest.
nation
in hopes that the University's
Contributed Photo
week period to design An American revolution: Graduate students Robert Reh, Kimberly Thalmann, Megan
Dean of the new eco-friendly power plant will be
and submit a campaign Mones, Andrew Raffellini, and Michael Mondin placed third in a Chevrolet marketing camDolan School of turning off some lights and helping
for the challenge. The paign for new fuel efficient cars.
Business Norman the environment.
five finalists, including
Solomon said the
A press release on the University
Fairfield University's team, flew to Detroit team to go on to the finals. It included gradu- achievement is a true reflection of the Fairfield Web site reported that the United Ilearlier this month to present their ideas to ate students Andrew Raffellini, of Fairfield, community.
luminating Company (UI) presented
senior Chevrolet management and agency Conn.; Michael Mondin, of Milford, Conn.;
"Our students are very well rounded, a check for $2.3 million to Fairfield
Robert Reh, of Westport, Conn.; Megan both in terms of business knowledge and University President Fr. Jeffrey von
representatives.
Assistant Professor Christy Ashley had Mones, of Trumbull, Conn.; and Kimberly general education," said Solomon. "We Arx.
signed her classes up for the competition and Thalmann, of Hoboken, N.J.
walk the talk. People who have no interest
The grant was received for the
"We had a great team, and it was really in making us look good are saying that our University's ambitious, eco-friendly
gave them the option to become involved.
She said her students' results exceeded her enjoyable to work with everyone," said Thal- students are doing well. We're genuine. The Combined Heat and Power Plant
mann. "This team was one of the best I have whole concept of learning with integrity is (CHP). The grant will cover nearly
expectations.
25 percent of Fairfield's CHP con"I wanted to just see what happened. ... worked with."
really what we do."
struction costs.
"We consider it part of our
mission to undertake projects that
contribute positively to the environment and our community," said von
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS
"Several billion people eat a bowl of rice hunger and destitution, the Hunger Banquet Arx. "This is smart technology that
or less per day," said Kristin Villanueva '09, coincides closely with the Jesuit mission of is helping the University lessen pol"Faith that does justice," according to S4SJ lution and our reliance on outside
Imagine living on less than $900 a year, an executive member of the S4SJ.
sources of energy.
earning only $2 per day. That may sound
Based on the assigned income level, adviser Conor O'Kane.
"I know of a number of other Jesuit
unrealistic, but it is how the majority of students will also be seated according to their
NATIONAL
schools, such as Fordsocial status, either on the floor or at tables.
the world's population
ham, Boston College,
"More than two billion people live on
survives.
Loyola Marymount
Volatile month for
less than $2 a day," said Chris Staysniak' 10,
Fairfield students
and
many
more,
who
stock markets
can soon get a glimpse
a leading member of S4SJ. "This is a way of
have all conducted
NASDAQ, The Dow Jones
putting it in perspective."
into such despair at the
The event, designed by humanitarian
Hunger Banquets as Industrial Average, the S&P 500, as
Social Justice Oxfam
and international development relief organia hands-on approach well as international markets, have
Hunger Banquet.
zation Oxfam, is a way to raise awareness in
to raise awareness all taken a major downturn over the
Students for Sohopes of relieving global poverty and hunger,
cial Justice (S4SJ), in
around world hunger past month.
Down 34.72, 171.44 and 21.46
according to Villanueva.
conjunction with the
issues," he said.
VlLLANUEVA
O'Kane also said points respectively, the New York
Center for Faith and
"The root causes of hunger are not
STAYSNIAK
he hopes the event Stock Exchange has mirrored internaPublic Life, Catholic
about a lack of food. The problem is in the
studies, and peace and justice studies, have distribution of food and education, resources, will draw attention to the "larger enterprise tional markets such as FTSE, Eurotop
dotted the campus with flyers for the banquet and power," as stated on the Oxfam Hunger of justice" that is occurring on the University 300 and Nikkei 500, which have also
campus.
lost considerable points since the turn
on Thursday, reminding
Staysniak agreed of the new year.
students: "Hunger: It's a
that "no one lives in a
"There are many factors that
fact. Face it."
vacuum,"
and
people
contribute
to market volatility,"
Members of the Unicannot
continue
to
igsaid
Norm
Solomon, dean of the
versity community will
nore
these
greater
issues,
Dolan
School
of Business, "with the
have the chance to regenerally
assumed
to
instability created by the sub-prime
create the global sociobe beyond the realm of mortgage crisis currently being a
economic disparities that
© S:
Fairfield.
key factor."
exist today.
"The Hunger BanBanquet participants
quet presents an opporTuna still a good choice?
will be divided proportunity to ... show how
A recent study by The New York
tionally based on the three
we can make a differ- Times found that eating tuna on a
income brackets — low,
ence simply by choosing weekly basis may be doing more
middle and high — and
to make different choices harm than good to consumers.
will experience eating a
in our daily lives," said
The paper reported that a laborameal typical to that demoO'Kane.
tory discovered enough mercury in
graphic.
The Hunger Ban- tuna sushi from 20 Manhattan stores
Those of a higher
Katie McCarthy/The Mirror
class will be able to eat a Stickin' it: S4SJ sold pins earlier this week to promote its Hunger Banquet and raise quet will be held this and restaurants that a regular diet of
Thursday from 5-7 six pieces a week would exceed the
more substantial meal of funds for Oxfam.
p.m. in the BCC Oak levels considered acceptable by the
pasta, meat and other food
room.
Admission
is
$5 and all proceeds Environmental Protection Agency.
items, while those representing the poor will Banquet Web site.
will
go
to
Oxfam.
Besides
enlightening
students
about
consume rice and water.
BY ALLISON TRASK

I hope that the class helped them understand
the product and the goals," said Ashley.
"When students take initiative, a lot of it is
to their own credit. It was surprising, and it
was exciting."
The Fairfield group was the only M.B.A

Food for thought: Students for Social Justice host Hunger Banquet

Fought
Hunger
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Click this class: Online courses see increasing enrollment
BY KIM PETRONE

Across the country, the classroom is
coming right to some students — at a great
discount. With recent developments in technology that make online courses possible,
some schools now offer courses to anyone
with Internet access at low costs.
Unfortunately, that is not the case for
Fairfield students.
Last summer, it cost $1,290 per online course, with a $25 registration fee,
according to Janice Miles Dunn, director
of Distance Education and Program Development.
At Fairfield, there has been an approximate increase of 25-30 percent in
enrollment of online classes since the
University College program began in 2002.
The University College anticipates about
1,200 enrollments in online courses this
year alone.
Other schools around the country have
seen similar increases.
"From 2003 to 2006, the enrollment
in distance-delivered credit courses at the
school doubled," according to a recent
article in the Arkansas Traveler.
"Schools are feeling their way, experimenting with different technologies; some
use Utah State University's eduCommons on
the Web; some post to free sites such as YouTube and the Apple University site iTunes
U. Other schools have plunged right in: MIT
has 1,800 classes online, virtually the entire
curriculum free and open to all," according
to an article from the Washington Post.
The article went on to cite the advantages of free online courses: "These classes
are free. At a time when many top schools
are expensive and difficult to get into, some

Katie McCarthy/The Mirror

Just a click away: Increased enrollment for online classes allows students to take
classes while having the freedom to remain in their rooms.

In the Arkansas Traveler article, Gary
McHenry, director of Credit Studies at
the School of Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach at the University of
Arkansas, said, "Online classes afford such
students the opportunity to gain college
credits with minimal disruption of their
normal, daily activities while at the same
time providing a challenging and rewarding
educational experience."
The rise in online courses as an alternative to the typical classroom setting can
have its advantages and disadvantages,
according to Richard Regan, a Fairfield
English professor who also teaches some
courses online.
In an online course, "the burden is on
the students," said Regan. There can be a
good class online but it is partly about the
type of student taking the class.
"I will always say face-to-face is better," he said.
Regan also said that one major problem
he has noticed is plagiarism, and that is a
major concern. Online courses are a "different kind of work" and, if it piles up, students
tend to panic, he said..

say it's a return to the broader mission of is no distinction on a student's transcript
higher education: to offer knowledge to between University College online classes
and traditional classes, she said.
everyone."
According to Dunn, course content at
Online courses offer a "different type
Fairfield is created by the professor and lectures have copyright value, just like written
Online bourses offer a "different type of learning which
articles or material, and are therefore the caters to a much more diverse group of people that go to school
intellectual property of the person who cre- part time," according to Janice Miles Dunn, director ofDistance
ates them. It would be a professor's decision
Education and Program Development.
to put any type of lecture online.
Students often use the summer and
Kathryn Michal '09, a finance major
breaks to catch up on credits for various of learning, which caters to a much more
reasons. Full-time Fairfield students are diverse group of people that go to school who took an online class to catch up with
credits after being abroad, said she agrees
generally not allowed to take online classes part time," according to Dunn.
Online
classes
offer
a
different
style
with Regan.
during the fall and spring semesters.
"Online classes are good for students
"We're the way a student might gradu- of learning that is more proactive because
ate on time," Dunn said in reference to students must take charge of their own who have time to dedicate to accomplishing
assignments on their own," she said.
University College's online courses. There learning experience.
Advertisement
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Senate considers removing OCB Lottery
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

As we move into second semester,
the FUS A Senate has absorbed growing
tension with the administration.
In a Senate meeting on Sunday,
Chair Tim Rich '08 presented two letters. One he wrote to Dean of Students
Tom Pellegrino, dated Dec. 7. It outlined
his meeting with Jason Downer of
Residence Life regarding housing issues
and a request for a follow-up meeting
between FUSA senators and the dean.
Rich also presented a response
letter from Pellegrino, dated Jan. 4, in
which Pellegrino referred the matter
back to Downer.
But much of the Senate discussion
on Sunday was devoted to a different
housing topic: off-campus housing.
Because the OCB debate has recently
heated up on campus, the senators dis-

cussed the possibility of removing the
current system altogether.
Senior Sen. Michael Meehan said,
"One of the main concerns for the
administration is that they lose [the
involvement] of seniors when we go
down the beach."
"It seems like most people, when
they come here [to the Senate meetings],
give really nice presentations, but really
nothing happens," said newly inducted
Sen. Mark Amsbaugh '08.
Sen. Dan Lamendola '09 requested
that the Chair write a letter to Deb
Cady, deputy dean of students and
director of Residence Life, to present
on the issue.
A review of the Senate house rules
has revealed a clerical error made in
the handling of a confirmation hearing
last semester.
In a Senate session from Dec. 9,
Rich issued a closed session on the

debate and vote of Darryl Brackeen,
Jr. '10^ a nominee for secretary of communications.
Article 2, Section 3 of the Senate
house rules states that the meeting's
minutes must reveal the vote of each
senator for public review. Rich called
for a secret ballot and, therefore, cannot
produce the votes.
Rich said the senators' votes will be
recorded in future situations.
In a response to the closed section,
Brackeen said he felt that he should have
been able to represent himself.
"I don't feel bad about the closed
session. ... I just feel knowing who
voted is our right as students," he said.
Brackeen said that no closure has
been brought to the issue as FUSA is
still operating without a communications director.
The position was left vacant when
Kara Ackerman'08 left last semester.

Campus crime beat
Bookstore theft, narcotics violations, missing Huffy
was reported stolen from the bookstore.
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

11:43 p.m. The fence surrounding
the townhouse 12 dumpster
was found torn down.

Tuesday, January 22
2:46 a.m. Two vehicles were towed
after being on the chronic offender list.
Wednesday, January 23
1:19 p.m. A vehicle was found
damaged after a hit-and-run in the Quick
Center parking lot. The incident is still
under investigation.
Thursday, January 24
12:14 a.m. A North Face backpack

10:00 p.m. A narcotics violation
occurred at the townhouses. Students
were referred to the Fairfield
Police Department and to
judicial.

Friday, January 25
11:43 p.m. A narcotics violation occurred in
a residence hall. Students
were referred to the Fairfield
Police Department and to judicial.

1:23 a.m. An individual was arrested for violating
a Criminal Trespass Warrant
that had previously been issued.
11:26 a.m. A Huffy mountain
bike was reported stolen outside Gonzaga Hall. Any one with information, is
asked to contact Public Safety:
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A YouTube education
BY MICHIGAN DAILY STAFF REPORT

(U-WIRE)
YouTube.com has become the new medium for academia. Many colleges are setting up individual "channels" on YouTube,
and professors are their cast and crew, the
Chronicle of Higher Education reported.
The University of California at Berkeley was the first to post video clips of class
lectures and demonstrations on the site.
They were followed by Vanderbilt University, the University of Southern California
and University of New South Wales in
Australia.
The online videos can be anywhere
from one to two minute clips or entire
classes of two to three hours. YouTube clips
have become hugely popular; some videos
on Berkeley's channel have more viewers
— nearing 100,000 hits — than many pop
culture videos online.
Fighting Financial Woes
Despite years of decreasing enrollment
and increasing financial deficit, the College of Santa Fe Board of Trustees decided
Friday not to declare a financial state of
emergency, the Santa Fe New Mexican
reported.
The declaration would have allowed
them to fire tenured faculty members, but
the Board of Trustees decided that the
measures for avoiding a crisis already being
taken would suffice.
Already, the college had been laying
off faculty members, eliminating underenrolled programs and reducing funds for
operating costs.
Adventure Writing 101
Hamilton College History Prof. Maurice
Isserman offers a seminar on Adventure Writ-

ing — a course that provides
part-adventure while teaching
writing to first-year students,
the Chronicle reported.
Before the year begins,
students have the option to
travel with Isserman on a
four day "adventure" to an
isolated lake in the northern
Adirondacks. The students
keep detailed journal entries
and then use them throughout the course in the fall.
Isserman said the trip
brings students together on
a closer emotional level,
Contributed photos
easing their transition into
Broadcasting
live
from
the
classroom:
Both
of these
college and improving their
professors
broadcast
their
lectures
on
UCTV,
the
YouTube
writing.
channel for the 10 University of California schools, allowFrontier Showdown
ing their students to watch lectures.
Wyoming
SteiSfo : ASB55* : >S>l:i '« !-»»v s*> «
Gov. David You
Freudenthal
defended the
LECTURES: Globalization, Universities & »h« Creative Economy
University of
I rrowvUSCBMSSsr
I ViAMB
Wyoming's ac* About This Vktoo
ademic freedom
policies against
(nag?
angry lawmakers on Friday,
¥ Mon> Frotn; USCRowier
the Casper-Star
<-> Rotated VW*d*
Tribune reported.
Lawmakers rejected a
$500,000 budget increase to the University environment where even controversial ideas
of Wyoming's Ruckelshaus Institute of En- can be expressed without fear of political
vironment and Natural Resources.
retaliation.
The lawmakers fired back against a
Wyoming Rep. Frank Philp, (R-ShoUniversity report attacking a methane re- shoni), Joint Appropriations Committee
covery method in Wyoming.Freudenthal co-chairman, said the money wasn't entirely
encouraged the University to promote an off the table.
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Montclair student
newspaper halted by
student government
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BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

The age-old battle between the press
and government is being fought on the
college front at Montclair University, after
the student government president stopped
the publication of the school's student
newspaper, The Montclarion.
The Student Government Association (SGA) contacted the newspaper's
publisher, telling it to halt printing until
further notice, according to the Student
Press Law Center
Meanwhile, the editor in chief of The
Montclarion received a letter, signed by the
SGA president and treasurer, which stated
that funds for the paper had been frozen.
According to The Student Press Law
Center, the SGA president's decision was
a response to a dispute between The Montclarion and SGA over the newspaper's hiring of a lawyer to challenge SGA's practice
of holding closed meetings.
The Montclarion staff believed it
was a violation of New Jersey's Sunshine Laws.
According to a New York Times article,
The Montclarion is partially financed by
money from the SGA, which holds the right
to freeze any funding it deems necessary.
The SGA claims that, by hiring its
own lawyer, The Montclarion violated the
association's bylaws that require such a use
of funds to be approved by the SGA.
A full legislature meeting is scheduled
for Jan. 30 to determine whether the decision to freeze the funds will be upheld.

Live in Community, Act in the World
A living and learning community for diversity and social justice
Applications due Feb. 15th
For more information and an application
visit the Office of Residence Life in BCC 96
or

http://www.fairfield.edu/res JivinglearmnR.html
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Private loans land graduate students in debt
while in school, he said.
"All recipients must receive counseling
to explain all the rights and responsibilities of
taking out loans," Wilder explained.
The average loan indebtedness for a UF
undergraduate student who graduated in the
2005-2006 school year was $15,045, Wilder
said.
Lesser took out a private, 20-year loan
with an 11 percent interest rate through her

investigation for misleading sales tactics.
Scarce federal funds and economic instability
may cause the company to lose government
During her study abroad program last
subsidies.
summer, Anne Lesser trekked through Europe,
Lesser said she would like to pay off her
studied at the University of Cambridge in
loan within five years but is not sure it will
England and landed in debt.
happen.
Lesser is one of many students who take
"I'm planning on going to law school,"
out loans and accumulate debt to cover the
Lesser said. "I imagine I will have to take out
costs of college life.
more loans, but it all depends on where I go
Lesser, a 22-year-old
to school."
who graduated from UF in
Her loan payments will beDecember, opened a second
gin six months after graduation.
credit card and took out an
However, she said her interest is
$8,000 loan to pay for her
still accumulating.
experiences in Europe.
Her decision to open a sec"I wasn't in any debt
ond credit card led to some credit
before I studied abroad,"
card debt.
Lesser said. "The airline
"I was always on a budget so
ticket, the traveling, the tuI knew what I was getting myself
ition and the eating out were
into," Lesser said.
expensive."
Lesser now works two jobs
She said the weaker
to stay afloat. During the day, she
value of the dollar in Europe
works as a substitute teacher, and
didn't help her finances
at night, she works in her father's
either.
office.
Almost 43,000 UF stuHer paychecks go toward
dents received some sort Dealing with debt: Eleven percent of students do not make the mini
paying off her Visa and American
of aid, whether from loans mum payments on their credit cards as a result of student loan debts.
Express, and in June, she will
or scholarships, during the
begin payments on her student
2005-2006 academic year,
loan.
according to UF's Student Financial Affairs bank. She said taking out the loan was an
For T. Craig Tapley, a senior lecturer of
Fact Book.
easy process.
finance at UF, students getting credit cards is
UF Associate Director of Financial Aid
Private student loans totaled $ 17.3 billion a personal pet peeve.
Advising Rick Wilder said 17,520 UF students and accounted for 20 percent of all education
"My problem is not that students have
received student loans during the 2005-2006 borrowing from 2005 through 2006, according credit cards," Tapley said. "My problem is
academic year.
to a 2006 study by the College Board.
that they don't understand the ramifications
Subsidized student loans are need-based
The study said private loans carry higher of a credit card."
loans, where the federal government pays interest rates than federal loans, especially for
He quoted a 2004 study conducted by
the interest until six months after graduation, students with poor credit ratings.
Nellie Mae.
Wilder said. Unsubsidized student loans are
Sallie Mae, the largest student loan
The study said only 21 percent of stunon-need-based loans, and interest accrues provider in the U.S., for example, is under dents with credit cards pay off their balance
Advertisement

BY BRETT DALY

(U-WIRE)

each month, and 11 percent don't even make
the minimum payments.
"Not making your payments can affect
your credit score," Tapley said. "Your credit
score is important because a lot of people
look at it."
He said when renting an apartment and
applying for a cell phone or car insurance,
these companies will look at your credit
score.
"If your credit score is bad, you're going
to pay more money," Tapley said.
The Nellie Mae study reported 56 percent
of incoming college students had credit cards
by age 18. By graduation, 56 percent had at
least four credit cards, and their average balance was $2,864.
However, Lesser does not regret taking
out loans to finance her study abroad trip because she said it was worth the price.
"Even though I owe money, I wouldn't
take back anything I did," she said.
Nestor Ramos, a recent UF aerospace
engineering graduate, owes $25,000 in UF
student loans. To avoid asking his family
for money, Ramos took out loans to pay for
undergraduate school.
He will make his first payment of $ 160 in
a few weeks to begin paying off his loans.
"I am adamant about getting it paid off,"
Ramos said. He plans to make small payments
at first until he piles up extra income from
his new job in Orlando as an engineer with
Lockheed Martin.
Ramos plans to keep up with his loan and
credit card payments.
"I wanted to make sure I only have one
credit card so that I have a good credit rate,"
he said.
By the time he pays off his loans, Ramos
regrettably said, he will have paid just as much
in interest.
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CAREER CORNER
On-Campus Recruiting & Internship Application Deadlines
UBS Investment Bank
Ernst & Young LLP
KPMG LLP
Deloitte & Touche
RSM McGladrey

UBS Investment Bank
Knights of Columbus
University Directories
Ernst & Young LLP

FUSA PRESIDENT
FUSA VICE PRESIDENT

AT&T Presentation
UBS Presentation
Northwestern Presentation
•
Employer presentations will

5:00-6:30p.m.
1/31
5:00-6:30p.m.
2/4
5:00-6:30p.m.
2/7
be held in the Kelley Center Presentation Room

Wednesday, February 6, 2007 11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. RecPlex (next to Alumni Hall)
•
Employers meet and recruit Fairfield students for internships or full-time jobs

Resume Review
Do you have a quick question...want your resume reviewed???

MANDATORY MEETING:

FEB 26W

2/4

Career Fair — Not just for Seniors...

PACKETS A
FEB UTH

Student Association

Employer Presentation

Successfully Attending a Career Fair Workshop 3:00-4:00p.m.
•
Workshop will be held in the Kelley Center Presentation Room

CLASS COUNCILS
mmmmmmmtmsmmsm

1/31
2/4
2/5
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/7
2/7
2/7
2/7
2/7
2/7

Career Fair Preparation Workshop

SENATOR

Fairfield University

Information Technology Intern
Transfer Pricing Internship
Intern, Tax & Audit
Tax & Audit Internships
Enterprise Risk Services Internship
Audit Full Time
Audit Summer Internship
Tax Winter Internship-10 weeks
Tax FT
Operations Analyst Summer Intern
Finance Summer Intern
Management Training Program
Sales/Marketing Intern - Summer
Technology & Security Risk Services Staff 1
Business Risk Services Staff 1

7 P.M. BCC 200
94 M
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Meet us in Jazzman's Cafe on Thursday, January 31st from 11:30a.m. - 1:30p.m.
OR
Come by Career Planning in the Kelley Center
on Friday, February 1st from 1:30 - 4:00p.m.
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Craving Competition: Senators hope for a vibrant campaign
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

said, that candidate was more than great."
Thibodeau added, "I don't think that you
have to be a Hutch figure to be FUSA president."
He said he would continue many of the
programs from the Williams administration, but
said that FUSA has the ability to go in many
directions.
Many said they remember Thibodeau from
his campaign last year for sophomore class
president.
"I felt I made mistakes last year, especially
not campaigning on Election Day," he stated.
In reference to Jeffrey Seiser '10, the current sophomore class president, he said, "Jeff
had a few more votes, and what he has done for
the class is awesome."
According to Thibodeau, Seiser's twotime vice president, Jordan Hummel, is likely
to complete the ticket as Thibodeau's running
mate if he officially decides to run.
Another student exploring the option is
Michael Fischetti '10, who also writes for The
Mirror under the byline "Comic Book Boy."
Fischetti has begun the paper work and
completed the 50 required signatures to appear on the ballot.
"I was originally thinking about running as
a joke, but then I thought about it and decided,
'Who wants to be a joke?'" he said.
Though he said he does not stand a great
chance, Fischetti said he will run against "some
very qualified candidates" to provide an opportunity for people to vote for a FUSA outsider.
If Thibodeau and Fischetti decide to run,
they will be in line to become the third sophomore elected FUSA president. The most recent
is current president, Hutch Williams '08, who
served for two terms.

"A sophomore of course can run," said interact with them."
Williams. "It's not easy and there is a lot of
Williams's advice for candidates: "The
work involved, but there are many great can- people running for FUSA president must get
didates this year."
the word out of who they are."
"A FUSA president
Williams said he remembers election time
must be able to look at being a tough month, with many hectic events.
the big picture [and] at Williams also said he will open his door to
the information on both anyone considering a candidacy.
sides of the situation,"
"Students need to recognize that Fairfield
he said.
University is at a crossroads," he said.
FUSA Senate chair
He also said that a weak president could
Tim Rich said: "The see the erosion of many things, such as sepresident-elect needs nior and junior privileges and an "increasing
FISCHETTI
to have a voice and a number of events with mandated, compulsory
strong spine. They will be pressured constantly participation, especially within their [student]
to accept administration's positions as their residences."
own. ... They cannot allow themselves to
Regardless of the turnout in past years,
become a shill for the administration or they FUSA could be shaping up for the best election
risk being viewed
as a complete pupVOTER TURNOUT Last year, voter turnout took
pet of University
S.S0I3
officials."
a dip as Hutch Williams '08
!M0 |
Rich said he is
ran unopposed. Will this year's
hoping for a vibrant
candidates capture the student
campaign, rooted in
body's interest?
important issues.
"I hope there
is a choice amongst
candidates with a
wide array of platforms," he said, in
the wake of last
sm
year's uncontested
presidential camPhoto Illustration by Katie McCarthy
paign.
Rich said anyone considering running season in recent history.
should do it. Williams stressed the significance
Students can pick up pink election appliof the position.
cations that must be returned to BCC Room
"Personality is important to being a FUSA 212 by 4 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 8.
president [because] you represent the entire
Students are not allowed to formally camstudent body," he said. "You must be able to paign until the postings meeting on Feb. 11.
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By the
numbers
BY JACK MCNAMARA

2.3 MILLI0N
The eco-friendly money Fairfield
received in a grant from United
Illuminating Company.

47,135
The fee for a student living on
campus at Fairfield, according to the
University's Web site.

58.8
Percent of full-time undergraduates receiving financial aid at Fairfield
University.

12

in ^
The number of points by which
the New England Patriots are estimated to win the Super Bowl, according
to MGM Mirage Casino.

The day in February when the
Connecticut primary will be held.

o

. ,

The number of Fairfield undergraduates who paid to see noted
comedian Lewis Black, largely
because it was being held at the University as a fund-raising event with
high-priced tickets.
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Werneke returns to Rutgers after six-year legacy at Fairfield
MAAC championship game in
his first season as head coach,
before falling to Loyola. In his
second season, Fairfield was
picked to win the conference but
lost in the semifinals.
After that season, Werneke
led the Stags to four-straight
regular season titles and final
appearances, but could never get
over the final hump and into the
Contributed Photo
NCAA tournament.
On
a
high
note:
Werneke
leaves
During that stretch WerFairfield as the most successful volneke, passed Kress on the career
leyball coach in school history.
wins list. He also helped develop
Year, and back-to-back MAAC
two MAAC Rookies of the Year,
a MAAC Offensive Player of the Setters of the Year.

CONTINUED FROM P.1

East. We thank him and wish him
well."
Werneke inherited a strong
Fairfield program in 2001, when
he left Rutgers and took over for
Mitch Jacobs.
Werneke immediately brought
in impact players in his first two
recruiting classes, including Natalie
Barba '07, Kiana Kauwe '07 and this
year's impressive class of six players, who have been the core of the
team since their first season here.
He led the Stags to a first-place
finish in the conference and to the

He also had 11 All-MAAC
selections and many All-Academic
players.
The Stags said they will miss
Werneke, who has helped put together a strong core that will return
next season and should compete
for another regular season championship.
"Coach was our team," said
Lauren Campbell '08. "When we
came into the program he immediately gained our trust; without
him, we may not have been the
same team."
"I'm really going to miss the
players," Werneke said. "I spent

six years there and will miss the
people."
Campbell, who will graduate this year, expects the Stags to
be able to recover from the loss
of Werneke, but said he will be
missed.
"Losing someone as dedicated
— wanting the team to do well, to
have success on the court and off
— it is difficult," said Campbell.
"It is not easy to find someone
like that; he brought out the best
in us."
Doris and the Athletic Department will begin the search for a
new coach immediately.

Financial aid funds seek more relief from endowments
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Chiaro said.
While the majority of the schools
that have recently expanded financial aid
policies have established, long-standing
institutions with endowments of at least
$ 1 billion, Fairfield is a newer school and
simply isn't there yet.
"We'd like to be able to help all students, but we are still a young school with
a growing endowment," said Chiaro.
Fairfield's permanent endowment in
2007 was $256 million, compared to the
$34.9 billion and $22.5 billion endowments of Harvard and Yale, respectively.
With a long history, prestige and a
large endowment to boot, schools such
as Yale and Harvard can afford to cover
middle- to upper-middle class students and

to eliminate loans all together.
According to a recent New York
Times article, critics of the movement say
it "could lead less-well-off colleges to
reduce aid for lower-income students as
they tried to compete for upper-income
students."
But as of right now, that is not the
case at Fairfield.
"Fairfield
University also limits how much money we spend on our merit scholarships
so we can put at least 90 percent of
our financial aid funds into our needbased aid, where we can assist our neediest students," said Chiaro.
And while that may be beneficial
for the need-based quarter of the student
population, it means that Fairfield is not
able to offer full merit scholarships.

The highest merit-based Fellows
Scholarship awards students $15,000 per
semester and $ 1,000 research stipend.
Students have mixed opinions about
Fairfield's focus on need-based over meritbased aid.
"I do think Fairfield should use 90 percent of its financial aid funding for needbased awards because that allows students
who are academically eligible to have a
Fairfield education when they wouldn't
have the funds for one otherwise," said
Michael Embersit '08.
David Dudish ' 10 advocated a different method.
"That seems like a pretty good approach, but with only allowing 10 percent
to go towards merit scholarships, we
wouldn't be bringing in as many academically advanced students," Dudish said.

"If we raised the merit scholarship
percentage, Fairfield would probably be
able to cut the distance and be more closely
associated with Ivy League schools over
time," he added.
These sweeping changes, although
great for potential Ivy-Leaguers, won't
likely trickle down to smaller and newer
colleges, according to a recent article from
The Christian Science Monitor.
"Historically, the decisions of Ivy
League schools have been influential in
terms of financing college," said Anya
Kamenetz, author of Generation Debt.
"Colleges — in the extent that they are
able to — have followed in the footsteps
of what these Ivy Leaguers are doing.
[This time,] however, to the extent that
they're able to is a big if," according to
the book.
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THE FLYING DISH COMMITS TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH

~ STAG CARDS WELCOME!

Energize your body with a Value-priced
all-natural meal starting as little as seven bucks.
Flying Dish Restaurant is a celebration of the world through food,
and now it's a celebration for Fairfield University students as well.
Please bring your active Fairfield U student ID card for dine in or take out, and receive 10% off
all of our menu items*, or place your express order online
with our Web-To-Go service at FlyingDish.com

Open Early+Open Late=Convenient
DON'T FORGET OUR
DINNER SPECIAL:

All-Natural Whole Rotisserie
Chicken Dinner w/ 2 Sides
SERVES UP TO 3 PERSONS
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Supporting education in the community & at Fairfield University
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Bank on the ballot
With all the talk about spring break, warm weather
and post-graduation plans on campus, it's easy for
students to forget about the most important decision
of spring semester 2008: voting. Within the next few
months, Fairfield students will be faced with several
opportunities to exercise their right to vote, both locally and nationally.
The upcoming presidential primaries, held on
Super Tuesday, Feb. 5, and the 2008 FUSA elections,
held in the lower level of the Barone Campus Center
on Feb. 28, may not be'on the minds of busy students,
but with so much at stake in both of these elections, it
is imperative that students exercise their right to vote.
Yes, students are known for having rather short
attention spans, and perhaps the national campaigning
period seems like it has been dragging on forever —
but things are just heating up.
There is a lot riding on the national election, particularly for college students. Current seniors are entering one of the worst job markets in years. College tuition and financial concerns plague families as the value
of the dollar rapidly declines. The war in Iraq has divided
the nation and has transformed the others' perceptions of
the U.S. and Americans among foreign nations.
And it is undeniable: every vote counts.
Candidates have recognized the role younger voters play in the election and responded with collegetargeted campaigning such as writing in to college
newspapers or via Facebook.
College students have the power, it is just up to us
to use it — not only in the national elections but also
in the upcoming FUSA elections.
Hutch Williams '08 has served as FUSA president for the past two years, running unopposed last
year. He has brought Stag spirit to an all-time high.
Prospective successors will need to step up and lead
convincing platforms; but students need to pay attention and vote.
FUSA elections, while on a much smaller scale,
have an impact on student activities and affairs on
campus. Students are ultimately electing the figurehead of the student body who will represent the University to the outside world.
Elections and student government races directly
put your seal of approval on whom you choose to lead
your school or country. Why wouldn't you want to
have a say?

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center
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Primary reasons to vote Super Tuesday
affect our future. Let me put it this
way, a candidate who interprets the
Bible as a literal translation won the
Iowa Republican primary this year.
Now look me in the eye and tell me

time on Facebook; the candidates
know this and created Facebook profiles. This isn't LSAT logic. They're
Unless presidential hopefuls
making an attempt to reach out to us,
are buying rounds of Jager bombs
even if it is lame to see a 71 -yearat the bar this weekold with a Facebook
end, many of us young
profile. Hillary Clinton
adults will be too busy
recently appeared on
pregaming for $2
MTV to scrounge up
Tuesdays to follow
more "youth cred" and
the campaign trail and
Mike Huckabee landed
vote in the upcoming
a sweet endorsement
election. Here is why
from Chuck Norris. As
you should.
far as I know, P. Diddy,
Because you're
excuse me, Sean John,
special. Your momdidn't massacre the 36
my is right. As a colpercent of young adults
lective youth vote, we Kickin it with Norris: Presidential hopeful Mike Huckabee
who failed to vote in
can outnumber other used his endorsement from Chuck Norris for youth appeal.
the 2004 election after
age groups. The war
his "Vote or Die" camin Iraq is an absolute disaster. We one small-scale voting demographic paign, but his empty threat did boost
may secretly be in a recession. Po- can't make a difference.
voter turnout and added a "cool"
lar bears are drowning because you
Because everyone else is doing face to the mostly old, white guys
don't recycle. And other countries it... at least in some remote places. in electoral politics. Apathy is just
pretty much hate our guts. Now is a No person really hears, or cares on not trendy anymore. It's simply a
time when our vote will significantly a national level, about Iowa or New politically correct term assigned to
Hampshire until the media floods the lazy 18-to 24-year-olds who have
these states during the primaries.
more faith in VH1 reality shows than
But in the 2004 presidential the American political system.
election, one precinct in Ohio was
Because I said so. Even if
forced to keep the polling booth open you're not that interested, just suck it
until 11 p.m. because of all the young up. We all know we should exercise
voters streaming in from Oberlin our democratic duties and freedom of
College. According to an article in choice and yadda-yadda. It's not that
The Washington Post, the youth turn- strenuous or time-consuming to vote.
out was 49 percent of eligible voters in Most news Web sites have dumbed
the New Hampshire primaries earlier down the candidates' positions on
this month. It was only 18 percent in key issues into cute graphs and select
2004. If herds of college students were video clips so we can be spoon-fed
able to keep volunteers at the polls that the important info. Go to www.rocklate at night in other states, even after thevote.com and click the "register to
Connecticut's
liquor stores close, its vote" link if you're not registered. It
Contributed Photo
a
good
sign.
doesn't get much easier than that.
Listen up: Rapper P. Diddy enBecause it's the cool thing to
Let me know if you come up
couraged youth to vote during his
do. Our age group spends a lot of with any more excuses.
2004 Vote or Die campaign.
BY ALI BART

Campion resident questions response to graffiti
The residents of Campion are the victims here. Yes,
the guilty party may also live in Campion, but the other
240 students had nothing to do with it and are the victims
In the early hours of Tuesday morning, Jan. 15, of hateful, offensive, disgusting graffiti. Public Safety
someone defaced the walls of Campion Hall with highly is responding to an attack on our community.
Why are the victims being charged for this? If
offensive racist and sexist graffiti.
Public Safety will now patrol Campion between there was a mugging, a rape or an assault somewhere on
midnight and 5 a.m. — a reasonable response, given the campus, Public Safety officers would surely be expected
nature of the graffiti. The graffiti damage costs $1,500 to respond to the situation. Would the student who was
and will be paid by Campion residents if the guilty party being victimized be billed for this service?
Of course not. It's a duty of the DPS, funded in
isn't found. This also seems reasonable.
Campion residents are also being billed for the in- part, if anybody cares, by our tuition, to respond to
creased Public Safety presence — a cost of $40 per hour crime, not a favor; as such, it is the responsibility of
every night, to continue indefinitely. This is fundamentally the University community as a whole to make sure that
DPS has enough money to carry out
different from billing all residents for
this duty.
damages where the person responPublic Safety is obviously
sible isn't found.
not
at
fault for what happened that
Now, I understand the logic
morning
in Campion. There is a
behind billing all residents for damlimited number of officers working
ages: somebody did it, and if that
late at night, and we can't expect
person won't come forward, the cost
them to be everywhere at all times.
is distributed among everyone, if only
And it is certainly not the fault of
out of financial necessity.
Campion residents (it has not been
It is Public Safety's job to keep
confirmed that a Campion resident
this sort of thing from happening in
caused the damage). If the current
the first place?
number of officers on duty between
According to Sgt. John Ritchie,
the hours of midnight and 5 a.m.
the responsibility of the Department of
is not enough to stop this sort of
Public Safety (DPS) is to "deter, detect,
Andoni Flores/The Mirror
incident from happening, then it is
and investigate"— to deter crime on
campus, detect crime when it occurs, and investigate to find the responsibility of Public Safety — and the Fairfield
community as a whole — to put more officers on patrol
the guilty parties. A crime occurred in Campion.
If Public Safety couldn't deter it from happening, until the issue is resolved.
If that means that DPS needs more money, then
then the Department's job is to find out who did it,
and the most effective way to do that is to be present that's an issue for the University to discuss. But charging only the residents of Campion for Public Safety's
in Campion.
Why are the residents being billed for a service protection simply because it was the scene of the crime
unfair and irrational.
DPS is supposed to perform in the first place?
BY BEN DONOVAN

Editor: JP Porretta
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After a long and brutal
__
.
— eight-month

Hit television show "Lost"
Preview hiatus, hit
returns for its fourth season
television
Thursday at 9 p.m. Need to catch drama "Lost" will finally make
up? Then be sure to tune into the its awaited return to television
for a much anticipated fourth
hour-long recap show at 8 p.m.
Jessica Alba sees dead people
in the upcoming horror flick
"The Eye," which comes out
nationwide this Friday.
"Over Her Dead Body" hits
theaters this Friday. In this bizarre
comedy, Eva Longoria plays a
ghost who is continuously trying
to interfere with her former
fiance's new relationship.
Fairfield's Justin Long stars
in the new comedy, "Strange
Wilderness," premiering Friday.

Concerts &
Performances
Indie sensations Matt
Nathanson and Ingrid
Michaelson will be performing
at Toad's Place in New Haven
Friday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $15
in advance.
Lenny Kravitz will be
performing at Hammerstein
Ballroom in Manhattan Friday at
7 p.m. Tickets are $37.
Hip hop artist Lupe Fiasco
will be performing at the Nokia
Theater in Time Square this
Saturday. Tickets are $31.
Fairfield Alum Mike Falzone
will be performing at the
Acoustic Cafe this Saturday at 7
p.m. Be sure to read the review
of his newest CD, "Fun with
Honesty" in this issue.

Miscellaneous
FUSA presents a trip to Madame Tussauds Wax Museum in
New York City Thursday. Tickets
are still available for $10.
Come down to the BCC this
Saturday at 8 p.m. to play "Are
You Smarter Than a Jesuit,"
presented by FUSA. Pre-register
to play by e-mailing 10_enorberg@stagweb.fairfield.edu
Send in your What's Happening
events to mirror.entertainment©
gmail.com.

www.fairfieldmirror.c

'Lost' finds its way back to prime time

Happening
Movies & TV

11

season.
Once winner of the Emmy
for Best New Drama, "Lost"
proved that it is still one of the
most innovative shows last May
when it aired a season finale.
Critics from the Associated
Press labeled "Lost" an incredible piece of television that
"redeemed the series with the
shrewdness and intrigue that
made it so addictive in the first
place."
Now, "Lost" is returning for
its fourth season, which is being
hyped up by cast and crew as the
best season yet.
The story of "Lost" revolves
around the handful of survivors
of Oceanic Flight 815, a plane
that crashed on an island after
departing from Sydney, Australia in 2004.
Stranded on a mystery island for over 90 days, the
castaways found many
things to keep themselves busy.
For one, there is
already a tribe of
inhabitants on the
island who make it
their goal to ensure
the castaways do
not find rescue.
There are also
mysterious hatches
buried underground,
which appear to have
been used by scientists
years and years ago in
an effort to "save the

world." And j
I shouldn't
forget the eerie pillar of
black smoke
that seems to
photograph
the people it
encounters.
But I digress.
Season
three left
off with the
main protagonist Jack
Shephard finally making
contact to a
freighter,
and help finally being
sent on its
Contributed Photos
way. But the
Get "Lost" all over again: Although affected by the writers' strike, the hit series returns
viewers soon
with full force Thursday at 9 p.m.
found out that
this will have
doubt be negatively affected.
only 48 more episodes produced,
no happy ending, as the episode
For one, the already short- divided into three shortened
flash-forwarded to years after ened 16-episode season has been 16-episode seasons.
the rescue, with a disheveled and cut down to a mere eight epiFeeling lost in the world of
suicidal Jack trying to find his sodes, due to the writers' strike "Lost?" If so, then tune into ABC
putting a halt on production.
one hour before the premiere on
way back to the island.
Why does Jack so desperBut nonetheless, the mas- Thursday to watch an hour-long
ately want to return to the island? terminds behind the series, recap show.
Did everyone really get rescued? Damon Lindelof and Carlton
Or, if you feel an hour is
Who are these people on the Cuse promise that the current too time-consuming, head over
freighter?
eight-completed episodes will to the iTunes store, where you
Where is the island, be filled with some of the big- can download a free video that
and who are those mys- gest shockers the show has ever recaps the first three seasons in
terious people living had, as well as bringing clarity less than nine minutes.
Is salvation truly coming? If
to some of the show's biggest
on it?
so, at what price? Are the people
These are just a mysteries.
few of many quesThe premiere episode of on the freighter really who they
tions viewers ex- the fourth season is titled, "The say they are?
Who is this mysterious Japect to have an- Beginning of the End," and conswered in the up- sidering the fact that the show's cob? Why doesn't the fat guy
coming season.
writers have already announced ever lose weight?
Hopefully, all of these quesWith the writers' its end date, I would say that's a
tions will be addressed in the
strike still in full ef- pretty accurate title.
It was recently announced new season, which premieres
fect, the big return
that
the drama series will have Thursday at 9 p.m.
of "Lost" will no

Fairfield's Mike Falzone releases new CD
BY

JP

PORRETTA

While most college campuses see their fair share of student
bands and musicians, it is now extreme- |

Music Review *y

rare to see an

act that not only
comes off unique and impressive, but one
that also manages to live on even after the
college years end.
Fairfield University is fortunate enough to
have had both of these things all in one act.
Alumnus Mike Falzone '06 continues
to write and perform his solo music around
the Fairfield area.
Falzone's newest album, "Fun with
Honesty," is a wonderful collection of six
songs that will have the listener instantly
hooked at first listen.
Falzone's indie/acoustic style is one
that is sure to attract fans of artists such
as Jason Mraz, Jack Johnson and John
Mayer.
The first track off the CD, "Famous,"
is the perfect example of Falzone's impressive musical integrity.
The song begins with a musical track
that sounds like it belonged on Mayer's
"Room for Squares," overpowered by a

serenading vocal presence spitting out clever lines about the lengths
some musicians will go to gain success.
"To impress the girls I'll work on my sensitivity/I'11 sport my
tattoos proud for punk crowd longevity ... If you
told me I could be famous, I'll present you with a
list of changes."

Contributed Photo

Have some "Fun" with Mike Falzone:
Check out his MySpace page at www.
myspace.com/mikefalzone to hear some
of his tracks.

I don't think Falzone has to worry about
changing his style, though, as he is already receiving a heavy amount of success just the way
he is.
Falzone has recently shared the stage with
big-name stars including Third Eye Blind, Teddy
Geiger and Mandy Moore. And with "Fun with
Honesty" Falzone should expect more success to
come his way.
My favorite track on the album is "Unsuccessful Supervillain," which I think can easily become
an instant radio hit if given the right degree of
exposure.
Produced by Darian Cunning and Kincaid,
"Fun with Honesty" will be available for download
on iTunes and at Border Bookstores throughout the
Tri-State Area in February.
Be sure to check out his in-store performance and
CD signing at Borders in Fairfield on March 22.
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'Meet the Spartans' loses a battle of epic proportions
BY MATT BENNETT

There are some things in life that can be so horribly
bad, they're actually good. "Meet the Spartans" is not one

Movie Review «f those things.
The "masterminds" behind
"Date Movie" and "Epic Movie" return with a spoof
of "300," a movie that depicts the battles between 300
Spartan warriors and a Persian army.
Writer-directors Jason Friedberg and Aaron Seltzer

inject the film with pop culture references and recycled
movie parodies.
Sean Maguire portrays Spartan King Leonidas, who
leaves his homeland of Sparta and his beautiful wife
Margo (Carmen Eleetra), who stays behind to rally support for her husband. With a dozen, not 300, "soldiers"
to fight the invading Persians, led by Xerxes (Ken Davitian), Leonidas engages in a series of joke-after-joke
incidents.
In a scene that evokes the slow-motion drama of

"300," an awful look-alike of Britney Spears shaves her
head while singing with a baby doll. Seeing Leonidas
kick her into a black pit is predictable, but it's hard to
not laugh at it.

Some jokes are overplayed and eventually become
redundant. When the overweight Xerxes tells Leonidas
to bow on one knee, he refuses and engages in feminine high-fiving with his soldiers. In another scene, the
soldiers kiss each other and prance around to Gloria
Gaynor's "I Will Survive." Plus, there are many homophobic jokes that make the movie unfunny.
The film pokes fun at so many movies and television shows that it is hard to keep up with the references.
"Yo Mamma," "Shrek," "Rocky Balboa," and "Borat"
are a few that are spoofed. Even "The Ellen DeGeneres
Show" and "Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas" are parodied. I wouldn't be surprised if "Saved by the Bell"
received attention in "Meet the Spartans 2."
The moviegoer must have knowledge of many
recent movies, TV shows and celebrity gossip to understand the numerous pop culture references.
Since I didn't see "Galaxy Quest," I didn't understand what the Spartans meant by the parodied motto,
"Never give up, never surrender!" until after the movie.
If you don't read TMZ or see many movies, this film
isn't the best option for you.
Most of the movie looks like it was shot on a high
school stage. The props and scenes are crudely crafted,
but it adds to the satirical element of the film.
The movie clocks in at 84 minutes with an unprecedented 19 minutes of credits. You'll be out of the
theater quickly, and it's not necessarily a bad thing.
"Meet the Spartans" is a primitive version of the
"Scary Movie" films, but if you enjoy seeing ancient
Greek soldiers step dance, this is worth your $9.

Contributed Photo

Not afraid to show skin: "Meet the Spartans" falls short of making laughs, just like its predecessors, "Date Movie" and
"Epic Movie."

'Rambo': More like a no go
Sarah (Julie Benz). He takes them up into Burma
and drops them off, and the group continues to a
village to administer medicine and food. However,
the village is soon attacked, nearly all of the villagers killed, and the surviving missionaries are taken
hostage.
Ten days later, the pastor of the church comes
to Rambo, requesting his aid in guiding a group
of mercenaries to the place where he left the missionaries. Rambo does so and intends to go with
them, but the leader of the mercenaries (Graham
McTavish) forbids it. Rambo follows anyway and
saves the group members when they are nearly
pinned down. What follows is the bloody attempt
of Rambo and the mercenaries to free the hostages
and get out alive.
The moral of the story: Old actors should not
try to revive their careers with sequels of amazing
action movies. This seems to be a motif in recent
years, with Arnold Schwarzenegger, Harrison Ford,
Bruce Willis and Stallone himself. The only successful one to date is Willis.
Rambo was a movie in two parts. The first part
is obviously meant to set up some sort of serious
story line but ended up being a pathetic attempt.
It was slow and full of bad acting. The only really
Contributed Photo
convincing character was McTavish as the arrogant,
Never too old to kick some butt: Sixty-one-yearheadstrong Brit.
old Stallone proves he's getting too old for the
Although not as bad as everyone else, Stalaction genre.
lone was without
M
ML
4k
4k
4k emotion
BY ALEX CONROY
and very
J
flat— more so
Like almost every guy I've
than even a charever met, I love Rambo. Rambo
acter of Rambo's
is quite simply one of the toughest characters ever stoic nature should be.
created. It was with a good deal of excitement and
The second half picked up the speed but mainapprehension that I went to see the latest one, simply tained the ludicrousness. With about 250 killings on
entitled, "Rambo."
screen, it was one of the bloodiest things I've ever
"Rambo" opens up with John Rambo (Sylvester seen. The action was fun to watch, but, in many
Stallone) working in a village in Thailand, catching cases, extreme, unnecessary and very unrealistic.
snakes for the local entertainment.
Case in point: A man is shot in the head by a
One day, a group of Christian missionaries sniper rifle, and the top half of his head flies off.
arrives, asking Rambo to take them up-river into
Maybe it was trying to portray the brutality of
war-torn Burma. The group is led by a man named war, but it seemed to be just an endeavor in pushing
Michael (Paul Schulze), whom Rambo initially re- the envelope, seeing how much violence the audifuses. He is later convinced by another missionary, ence could endure.
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Top YouTube picks
BY ANDONI FLORES

Buhlud.
This kid freaks out
about his brother's baby
food as his dad films it.
He tells his father, "Not
funny!"

Crank That Kosha Boy
Nothing makes me laugh
like dramatized people dancing to their own version of
Soulja Boy.
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Charlie Bit My Finger
When an English boy
sticks his finger in his brother's
mouth, his little brother bites
him and laughs hysterically.

* m§

Nick Pitera
He has an amazing
voice. He sings beautifully
as a guy ... and as a girl.
Incredible talent.

The Jesus Weight Loss
Diet!
You can eat when Jesus tells you to... good luck
with that.
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Adam Warrenfs new series
truly is "Empowered"
COMIC BOOK BOY is the most underrated comic savant in the
comic book world. His comics have unusual
MICHAEL FISCHETTI stories, loaded with Tarantino-esque dialogue
that is somehow all his own. There is also
beautiful art to go along with it all.
I attribute his limited popularity to his
ability to tell stories in an American-style
using Japanese Manga art. But I would
argue that he has done some of the best
work that exists in this style, and I believe
Greetings and salutations to all! I know it he will one day be viewed as a pioneer as
has been quite some time since my headshot more and more writer-artists rise above and
has graced this paper, but I return to you now tell stories using this mixed style. That's all
with a gem worth talking about.
I have to say for now. This is Comic Book
In the last six months, writer-artist Adam Boy saying "Take Care!"
Warren has released the first two books for
his new series, "Empowered," with Dark
Horse Comics.
The book tells the story of a clumsy,
self-conscious super-heroine, who has a tendency to keep getting caught by super-villains
named Empowered, or simply Emp.
The book is not one straightforward story
per se. The story is told through brief vignettes showing the character going through
her daily routine and being put down as a third
tier super hero by heroes and villains alike.
Now, I understand that, at first, the book
sounds like it is just mean, but I can safely
tell you it is not. Warren knows this character through and through and takes her on an
uplifting journey that preaches nothing but
self-confidence and love. This is specifically
shown through the interactions between Emp
and her friends, including Ninjette, a ninja
Contributed Photo
who enjoys getting hammered.
'The Tarantino of Comics' puts out a
Warren has been one of my favorite writ- new saga: Adam Warren, an underdog
ers/artists since I started reading comics. In in the comic world, succeeds with his
as much as he is my favorite writer-artist, he new female superhero.
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News £ Notes

BY JP PORRETTA

Been out of the loop lately? If so,
here's what you missed in the entertainment world.
New Kids on
the Block are staging their comeback,
according to People
Magazine. An official announcement
will be made within
the next few weeks.
This year's TNT/TBS telecast of
the Screen Actors Guild Awards had the
highest ratings since the ceremony first
began airing on basic cable in 1998, delivering more than 6.1 million viewers
on Sunday night. (Source: EW.com)
A 16-yearold was arrested after planning to crash
a commercial
plane into a
Hannah Montana concert in
a suicide plot. (Source: CNN.com)

Lil' Wayne
has been booked on
three felony drug
charges in Arizona,
according to Billboard.com.

Pop-punkers New Found Glory
will be releasing a six-song EP in April
titled "Tip of the Iceberg." The EP will
contain three originals and three cover
songs, and will give a chance for the
band to show its hardcore-punk roots,
which it has never had a chance to express. (Source: absolutepunk.net)
Rumor has it that famous rapper
Nas may be dropped from his record
label, Def Jam, due to his controversial
album title. (Source: gigwise.com)
Oasis has entered the studio to begin recording its seventh studio album,
which is expected to be released this
summer. (Source: nme.com)

Honda Civic Tour dates and ticket
information have been announced. The
tour will feature Panic at the Disco,
Motion City Soundtrack and Phantom Planet.
(Source: civictour.honda.com)

Stone
Temple Pilots
are scheduled
to reunite
this summer,
according
to original
singer Scott
Weiland.
(Source: Billboard.com)

Mark your calendar for

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A GREAT
INTERNSHIP TO IMPROVE YOUR
BUSINESS SKILLS?

FAIRPIELD UNIVERSITYfS

Look no further than Northwestern
Mutual Financial Network!

SPRINO CAREER FAIR

It's a great way for students to learn more about your
organization's career and internship opportunities.

ednesday, Feb. 6, 2008
11 a.m. - 3 pjn.
The Leslie c Quick Jr. Recreation Cempii

mmm§ wun §mm TQBAYI
Convenient registration and payment information online:
www.fairfield.edu/cpc
(Follow Employer Services link to Career Fair Registration linkj
Registration closes on Wednesday, Jan. 23,2008
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
Career Planning Center: (203) 254-4081

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

An internship with The Ridgefield Financial Group
will give you en opportunity to learn more about yourself,
the world of business end a financial services career.
The ambition of the Northwestern Mutual Financial
Representative internship Program has been
less to sell product than to develop people.
Valuing quality over quantity, its aim is to empower
students for personal and professional growth,*
Thi internship available through Northwestern Mutual financial Network is em ef
the Top 10 Internships ih America for 2606 (Vault Guide to Internships, 2666 edition).
You will have the opportunity to grow your self-confidence, eemmunicatidn skills and
personal self-management skills.
W§ weuld like te help yeu team mere sbmrt internship opportunities available
with tie fttdgefield financial Group by inviting you to an informational meeting on:

Top Ten Reasons
Thursday! February 7,2008
6:00-6:30p.m.
Kallay Cantor Presentation Room
Qo to wwWrnmlnfffPhlP.^OT tor more Information.
Bring a friend
RiAtl CALUKSSIN PI6K2, RecrUtttrtfl. On**, 203431*7230
m send ah email to: rolsyn.fjieri@hmfn.com today to reserve a seat!

NorthttcawnMut^^
of T!M NorttaKjitorn Mutual Lite

CWl>

\m*mM<mpmi^^m*mM W Northwestern Mutual
^&*to*tm*»«m#*

FINANCIAL NITWORK*

Wed, E/G llam-3pm
Career Fair
Quick RecPlex Fieldhouse
Resume Deadline:
February 26

Founded over 30 years ago, Bridgewater Associates, Inc. is a leading institutional portfolio manager with over $140 billion in assets under management. With over $27 billion in Pure Alpha, our
flagship alpha strategy, we are one of the largest
managers of hedge fund strategies in the world.
Pure Alpha's proven 15 year track record is one
of the longest in the industry. Our clients are the
largest and most sophisticated pools of capital
across the globe, including pension funds, governments and central banks, endowments, and charitable foundations.
What makes Bridgewater successful is the commitment to excellence of each one of our 500 employees, who relentlessly question the status quo
and generate ideas that revolutionize the way we
do business, constantly improving the processes,
tools, and the final work product. That is why we
need to find the best people, have them contribute
immediately, and help them realize their potential.
Bridgewater Associates, Inc. is an Affirmative Action - Equal Opportunities Employer

BRIDGEWATER
www.bwattr.com

Editor: Lesley Almeida
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Break away from the ordinary:
BY MICHELLE MORRISON

It was a sweltering 85 degrees as I ran around the concrete court that served as a soccer field for the
neighborhood children. My eyes were suddenly
caught by 3-year-old Dana sitting alone in the
rocky dirt alongside the court playing with an
empty Sprite bottle she found in the garbage. She
looked up at me and smiled as I walked toward
her, asking in Spanish, "Play with me?"
So went a typical afternoon in Duran, Ecuador, a suburb of Ecuador's largest city, Guayaquil,
and my home for nine days.
This past winter break, I traveled with 10
other Fairfield students and one faculty member
on a service immersion trip. The trip occurred in
partnership with the organization Rostro de Cristo
[RdC], "Face of Christ."
RdC takes youth from the United States to
live in solidarity with the impoverished people of
Ecuador, allowing them to "reflect on the face of
Christ in their joys and struggles," according to
the organization's mission statement.
In the months before the trip, my team and
our leaders Cesar Maldonado, S.J.; Elyse Raby
'08; and Andy Collins '08 led fund-raising
activities and group meetings. However, little
could have prepared me for what I experienced
during my stay.
We arrived in Guayaquil around 8 p.m. on
Jan. 3 to oppressive humidity — a shock comAmazing
pared to Fairfield's frigid air — in a city comparable to any in the United States except for the
profusion of Spanish.
I woke up the first morning to the joyful shouts of children in the guarderia, or day care, within the compound of
£ny new homewlt was a retreat house located in the Antonio
Jose de Sucre [AJS] cooperative.
For the duration of the trip, my team lived like our
jieighbors. We conserved water and lived off $1 per day. This

www.fairfieldmirror.com

One student shares her enlightening
experience in Ecuador

included eating popular Ecuadorian foods including bread,
rice, beans, fried plantains and assorted fruits.
We spent our days traveling through the communities

card game "40" with Walter and his son Brian, learning the
many ways that people can overcome a language barrier.
In the Arbolito cooperative, we were taken in by Lupe,
a wonderful jewelry artisan. We discussed lofty
questions like the existence of God, the mystery
of the Bermuda Triangle and whether, if given
a choice, we would live the poverty-stricken
life in Duran to be closer with our family. We
spent a wonderful afternoon playing keep-away
soccer in the pouring rain.
"I was moved by how generous the Ecuadorians were in welcoming complete strangers
into their home to further our understanding of
their lives and hardships," said volunteer Lynne
McDonald '08.
We also traveled to meet the patients of
Padre Damien house, a hospital for people with
Hansen's Disease, formerly known as leprosy.
The group met Carlos, a middle-aged patient
who has lived with Hansen's since he was seven
years old. He spends his days battling deteriorated nerves while crafting wooden crosses. As
a group, we sang "Build Me Up Buttercup" and
"Amazing Grace" to Pedro, a bedridden man
who has been a resident at Padre Damien for
over 60 years.
Jess Brown '08 said she was particularly
moved after visiting the hospital.
"I think the best part was being able to give
a little bit of love to those who are cast out by
Elyse Raby/The Mirror
their family and society," said Brown.
grace: Jess Brown '08 reaches out to a victim of Hansen's Diesase.
Returning to Fairfield was difficult for
my entire team, after having witnessed such
of Duran, meeting people and assisting at RdC's three after- warmth from the people. But many of the group members said
school programs.
they hope to collaborate on various fundraisers and awareness
In AJS, we met Gabriel and Teresa, an elderly leather- programs to bring the spirit of Duran back home.
"An urban immersion trip is definitely a life-changing
worker and his wife, who had great advice for us about
cultivating better relationships with our loved ones. We met experience and definitely has a positive impact," said Meg
Marta and Maria, two AJS preteens with infectious giggles McAnaney '10. "I would encourage everyone to consider
and a love for dance. We spent hours playing the Ecuadorian applying to one of these trips."

When good fish goes bad

Let the games begin!
BY KERI HARRISON

ing to a release from the FDA in 2004.
At this time, coronary heart disease
caused 500,000 deaths a year in the
One fish, two fish, red fish — ew, fish.
United States.
Since 2004, women, especially,
An article by the Center for Dishave been warned by the Food and Drug
ease Control and Prevention cites the
Administration (FDA) and the EnvironHandbook of Pediatric Environmental
mental Protection Agency to limit their
Health, which states, "To reduce hazconsumption of tuna due to high levels
ardsfrom fish consumption,
of mercury contained in the fish.
individuals can be counseled
A recent study conducted by
to
eat non-predator fish rather
The New York Times reiterates
than predator fish such as shark,
the reasons.
swordfish, and tuna; to eat small
The study, which tested tuna
rather than large game fish; and
sushi from 20 Manhattan stores
to eat fewer fatty fish like carp,
and restaurants, found that "sushi
catfish, and lake trout, which
from five of the 20 places had
accumulate higher levels of
mercury levels so high that the
chemical toxicants."
Food and Drug Administration
Self magazine noted that
could take legal action to remove
the following types of fish can
the fish from the market."
be enjoyed at any time with
According to Bryan Davis,
limited risk: catfish, crab, floungeneral manager of Sodexho
der, salmon, scallops, shrimp,
Dining Services, precautions are
Fear
the
fish:
Experts
advise
people
to
eat
less
yellowtail
snapper, sole, tilapia
being taken at Fairfield's Stag
fin
tuna,
found
to
be
full
of
harmful
mercury.
and
trout.
Thus,
seafood lovers
and Barone cafeteria to prevent
should
not
be
entirely
discourthe harmful fish from being conaged
from
a
fish-filled
diet.
But
sushi
understanding, "mercury is a heavy
sumed by the campus community.
lovers
should
be
aware
that
local
Asian
The canned tuna used at Fairfield is metal, so you should probably limit your
and Japanese restaurants such as Sweet
albacore and the sushi served in the Stag intake to about three times a week."
He added that he is not an expert Basil, Wild Rice and Sakura offer yelis of the yellowfin species, Davis said.
lowtail tuna on their menus, not the
"We are not serving the bluefin vari- on the subject.
Like everything in life, Nelson said, bluefin tuna that was examined in the
ety mentioned so extensively in the [New
York Times] article, which seems to be tuna intake should be done in modera- New York Times study.
While most warnings are aimed
the prime source of high mercury levels tion. But it should not be completely cut
due to the size of the fish. We would cau- out of one's diet because of the benefits at pregnant women, women expecting
to become pregnant, and children, the
tion eating any types of seafood to limit they provide such as Omega-3.
"Supportive but not conclusive re- body stores mercury for up to one year
their intake per the guidelines given by
search" shows that Omega-3 fatty acids, after consumption, and a buildup of the
the FDA," he said.
or
essential fatty acids, may "reduce the substance can be harmful to anyone,
According to the article, studies
risk
of coronary heart disease," accord- according to the FDA Web site.
conducted over the past few years sugBY SARA QUIGLEY

gest that, among health problems, mercury puts adults at an increased risk for
cardiovascular disease and neurological symptoms. Studies also show that
canned tuna does not contain as much
mercury as fresh tuna does.
Gary Nelson, director of the Fairfield
Health Center said that, according to his

Once again New York-Boston rivals will meet this
upcoming Sunday when Jbe-New"York-Giants and the
New England Patriots "go head to headJn Arizona for
Superbowl XLII. Although the game w ill be miles away,
the bouts of yelling — in anger or excitement—:\vi 11
commence at exactly l:p:l7hours. Although you'll want
numerous turnovers on the opposing team's side, you
want your party to be a fumble-free zone.
/
Mere are some tips onhow to be. victorious in your
own Superbowl party.
1. The louder, the better. This is a Superbowl
party, after all.
2. Your house (or dorm room) isn't a football field.
Although it may be all fun and games while you and your
friends are bickering in front of the big screen TV, you don't
want to end up fist-fighting after the game.
3. No false starts. You don't want a flag thrown at
you for starting your shindig too early. Guests should
only be buzzed during the game. You don't want to
miss the game completely because it will be the talk on
campus for the ensuing days.
4. Get your game face on. Face paint is not just
limited to the stadium. Anywhere outside of Arizona is
still game.
5. Break out the football memorabilia from the
back of the closet. This means jerseys, hats, towels,
tableware, your favorite beer mug or anything and everything emblazoned with Giants/Patriots glory.
6. Every party needs a pool. Since betting pools
and the Superbowl are practically synonymous, bets are
hishly encouraged. Not only will Brady's butt be on the
silk
IS m
line if Osi gets his way, but so will yours.
7. GO BIG OR GO HOME.
As for Post-Game etiquette:
if your team wins, rub it in as much ;
your duty as a football fan to never back down,
team loses, you may be upset but YOU don't wa
a Terrell Owens and cry if "your boys" \
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Living the'dream'
Fairfield celebrates Martin Luther King Jr.'s message of peace
BY SARA QUIGLEY

Many students use Martin Luther King Jr. Day holiday as an excuse to party harder while watching
football games on Sunday, but some
students were honored for their
efforts to live out this civil rights
activist's mission during a multi-day
celebration.
During
the annual
Martin Luther King,
Jr. Vision
Awards
Dinner, Peter Otoki'08
and Frank
FRAIOLI
Fraioli '08
were recognized for their "tremendous contributions to our community," said Larri Mazon, director of
Multicultural Relations.
Fraioli said the award was a
great honor.
"I see Martin Luther King Jr.
as an icon and a role model. He
inspires me to continue to work for
the cause of equality," he said. "I
think I was chosen because people
have responded positively to my
views on equality and my actions
to forward the cause."
The dinner, as well as multiple
other events that occurred last week,
helped commemorate the legendary
civil rights activist, Martin Luther
King Jr.

"The celebration is important
because it offers a time for us to
reflect on how far we've come but
also how far we have to go," said
Meredith Marquez, assistant director of Multicultural Relations.
Marquez said she hopes students recognize that they can make
a difference with their friends right
here at Fairfield University. Since
Fraioli and Otoki were recognized
for their efforts, other students may
be inspired to do the same.
"Everyone has something to
contribute," said Marquez.
Although students traditionally
take advantage of the long weekend to
go home, Marquez said that students
played an integral role in planning
the celebratory events.
An Interfaith Service at the
Egan Chapel on Wednesday kicked
off the events. This was followed by
a Peace Festival at 7 p.m., during
which the Barone Campus Center
lower level was transformed into
a jazz club atmosphere with dim
lights, food and beverages, and the
all-female jazz ensemble Sage.
Chrystie Cruz '07, a member of
the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday
observance committee, said she was
pleased with the outcome of the
Peace Festival, crediting the event's
success to an increase in communication among students.
Mazon also said the turnout
was a success. However, he said
that next year he hopes to see the

lower, level of the Barone Campus
Center overflowing during the
Peace Festival.
Only
50-75 people were in
attendance,
a number that he
found surprisingly
sparse. The
service is
MAZON
one area
that will be closely looked at in
regards to next year's planning,
he said.
According to Melissa Quan,
a member of the Interfaith Service
Committee and assistant director for
Faith and Public Life and the Office
of Service Learning, more students
attended last year's service.
"Next year we'll focus more
on getting the word out with a
more personal invite to students,"
she said.
Afternoon classes were cancelled Thursday so that students and
faculty alike could attend the Martin
Luther King Jr. Convocation at the
Quick Center. The convocation
featured speaker Reverend J-Glenn
Murray, S.J.
"[He was] possibly one of the
best speakers I' ve ever heard," said
Chris Staysniak '10. "If that speech
didn't inspire people, I don't know
what would."

"It is nice to recognize MonMazon said he would place this
day [Martin Luther King Jr. Day] year's celebration among the top
by not having class," said Shelby three ever held at Fairfield.
Mayor '09, although she said that
Fraioli said: "I see Martin Lushe and many other students see ther King Jr.'s vision as an extraorThursday's convocation as the real dinary commitment to furthering
the cause of equality. He gave his
recognition.
As one of the executive board heart, soul, and ultimately, his life
leaders of Students for Social Jus- for that cause."
"I don't think anybody can
tice, Staysniak said he understands
the importance of recognizing Mar- reflect Martin Luther King Jr.'s
vision in a better way than Martin
tin Luther King Jr.
"I think the best part was not Luther King Jr. himself," Fraioli
having classes because professors added. "The best myself, or anyhad to explain why," said Staysniak, one else, can do is to build upon
stressing the importance of recog- the foundation that Martin Luther
nizing that the fight for social justice King Jr. built."
is never done.
About 650
people attended
the convocation
at the Quick Center, which has a
capacity of about
750, according to
Mazon.
The Vision
Awards Dinner
followed the convocation and was
considered a success.
Requests for
six additional tables at the Vision
Awards Dinner
had to be turned
Peter Caty/The Mirror
down due to lack Inspired words: Reverend Murray, S.J. captivated
audiences with his convocation speech.
of space.

An ideal university experience
for sophomores
Unique Opportunities:
Live in Loyola Hall
Great sense of community
Quality Friendships
Special academic courses
Mentor program
Retreats
Cultural trips
Dinner events
Student programming committees
Ongoing conversations about the deeper questions of our lives

Sophomore year is full of fantastic opportunities.
How will you spend it?
Questions? Ext. 3325.
Applications available in Loyola Hall or
http://www.faculty.fairfield.edu/jmayzik/irc/index.htm
1 st round deadline February 1, 2008
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Deal-breakers: Lock it up, before they lock you up
There are certain things about the
opposite sex that really bother
me. Surprised? I didn't think so.
Let's be serious though, everybody has
pet peeves. We're all superficial to a
degree, but some of us more so than
others. They say don't judge a book by
its cover, but we all do just that and then
some. Call it what you want: dealbreakers, turnoffs, being picky. Some
people just don't do it for us.
My roommate had a theory
about this, actually. Sometimes
he would say that he did not want
to meet certain good-looking
girls because he didn't want
them to ruin his perfect
vision of them. What he
was afraid of was for the
babe to have the worst
personality ever, an annoying voice or polio. I
think we all fall victim to
this. We turn perfectly OK people down
for obscure reasons.
"She had man hands."
For example, if a girl smokes cigarettes, then she won't be smoking my
pole, unless she's very attractive. Very
good-looking people can essentially do
whatever they want. A friend of mine
has actually said on numerous occasions that he would allow 98 percent

of the female population between the
ages of 17 and 34 to perform oral sex
on him.
There are some things that are out
of people's control, like height. There
is virtually no way I could date a girl
who is taller than me. Just picture a
couple where the girl is taller walking
toward you. Visually, it just looks wrong.
Maybe it's because the entire situation goes against gender roles and
stereotypes. The man is said to be
stronger and more protective. Girls
have to consider this point, too.
They definitely factor in height
when making their relationship decisions.
The girls who wear too
much makeup can just
apply for the circus now.
If you aren't attractive
enough without it, don't
waste your time or ours.
We can see through your mask.
Recently, my buddy Justin was
turned off from a girl he always thought
was real cute. Why? Well she had flabby
arms, or farms.
I guess if you boil it down, we just
don't want you to be like us. Don't have
a deep voice, wear guys' mesh shorts
or talk about sports and poop. Act like a
lady. We secretly like it when you do.

A "deal-breaker" can be defined as
a skewed characteristic, conflict
or issue that would eliminate any
ideas of taking one's romantic relationship to the next level.
In college, we use the term "relationship" loosely (in most cases it's just
code for "I've woken up with Person X
after more than 10 nights out at the
bar, so I guess we are 'together.'") It's
for this reason that our deal-break
ers aren't exactly of the standard
"moral differences" variety. I've
noticed you boys could use a little
help, so I'm going to make this
easy for you — keep reading. (Jason Bertoli, you jA
are exempt on a count
of being absolutely perfect.)
1. Bad hygiene:
This seems pretty obvious,
but I would venture to guess
I'm not the first girl to kiss a guy and
then be able to tell exactly what he ate
for dinner. Take my Stop & Shop card,
do yourself a favor and pick up a sixpack of Orbit and some Aquafresh.
2. Poor kissing skills: Personal
anecdote: I have woken up with swollen, red lips as a result of one particularly awful kissing experience. When
you encounter this deal-breaker, it is

NOT in your best interest to get drunk
and tell the guy just how bad he is —
that's how people's feelings get hurt.
But I think we've all been kissing since
we were about 13, so if you don't know
what you're doing by now, I'm sure
there's an instructional YouTube video
you could watch.
3. Inability to dress oneself:
A person's wardrobe says a lot about
them. So, when you see a guy who's
had on the same green sweater for
three consecutive nights you can
pretty much figure out that he is
A) lazy B) dirty C) stupid or D)
all of the above. Now, if that
isn't everything I'm looking
for in a guy, I don't know
what is.
4. Mr. Big Shot:
OK, so Uncle Bernie got
you that internship at Goldman and now you can't stop
talking about how you'll be making
$11 million a year as you sip your Grey
Goose and tonic. If you're too good for
Dubra and Monster.com you are no
friend of mine.
And finally, any guy whose New
Year's Resolution is to be "The Biggest
College Dude I Can Be" needs to realize
that there will be many a broken deal
in his future.
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by Anastasia Alimaras

Mirror

Who is going to win
Superbowl XLII, the Giants or
the Patriots?
The Pats are definitely going to win.
—Vanessa Jackson '08

The Giants, duh! I'm a
New Yorker.
—Anna Matos' 11

The Patriots are going to
blow the Giants away,
beyond a doubt.
—Emmanuel Ephie ' 11

W-

Pats all the way!

/ am Croatian. I like soccer.

—Scott Francis '08

—Lauren Vidaich '09

^M

m Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
Office of (RES)idence Life
(RES)ident Staff Selection
2008>2009

Become an RA
(RES)ist apathy
Being a (RES)idence Life staff member provides you
the opportunity to directly impact your peers arid
gain quality leadership experience.'

If you are inte(RES)ted in applying, please attend an
information session listed below arid stop by the
Office of Residence Life to receive an application
and learn more about positions available.
For questions please contact Area Coordinator, Michael Label la
\ \
(203) 254-4215, mlabella0mail.faiifieid.edu

Check us out on FaceBook tool
Search for the group: (msjlife

Let's Get Going
Ride to the airport in the
Roominess and comfort
of a Ford Excursion at
affordable rates

Servicing all Airports.
Pricing from Fairfield:

- LaG
-JFK
- Nwrk
-WAP

$100.00
$120.00
$140.00
$95.00

Yannico, Inc Car Service
Call for Reservations
203-948-9467
Door to door service

.

Most airlines require arrival at the airport 2 hours before a
domestic flight and 3 hours before an international flight
Please allow plenty of travel time when
booking your pickiup

intrigue

Tel: 203-948-9467
[ohn.FVrch@gmail.com

a hair salon

Special student pricing with Krystin or Kristal:

• 25% off color and highlights
• Women's cuts - $40

Applications Due Friday
Due by 4:30 p.m. to the
Residence Life Office

Sign up for Interviews

• $l 5 Haircuts for Men on Mon. Tues. & Wed.

**mrt

One half-hour interview
Thurs Feb 7th & Fri Feb 8th

RATED #1 IN FAIRFIELD FOR HIGHLIGHTS
Wella, Goldwell, Matrix

One group interview
Saturday Feb 9th

Student Special
15% off products
with your Stag Card
www.intriguehair.com

1275 Post Road The Brick Walk
Fairfield 254-1015

Hours: Mon. 10:00 am. -2:fX
lues, fhur 9:00 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
Wed 9:00 am. - 4:00 p.m.
Fri 9:00 a.m. ■ 3:00 p.m.
Sol 8:30 a.m. - 4.00 P.m.

COFFEE BREAK

www.fairfieldmirror.com

College Crossword
On the Comedy Central i ais
ACROSS
1. goes bad
6. cheaper by the dozen
10. X Play host Morgan
14. artist tool
15. jacket
16. related to water
17. 2002 roast honoree
19. pledge remover
20. deodorant brand
21. decay
22. Christmas decoration
24. fuss
26. tax time assistant
27. golf tool
28. 2006 roast honoree
34. wind direction
35. let's get a move on! (3 wds.)
36. gravity discoverer Newton
38. eat
39. Chicago airport
43. aligning bones to facilitate
healing
46. female pronoun
47. 2005 roast honoree
50. fill-in-the-blank word game,
Mad
51. letter, with a right angle
52. Joy song, for one
53. in place (2 wds.)
55. hearing aid
57. hunter catching tool
61. was
62.'2003 roast honoree
65. speech with strong emotion
66. independent rule in Africa
67. adjust
68. Lowest female singing voice
69. bath soap results
70. bored
DOWN
1. part of mins.
2. Hawaiian island
3. one who utilizes something

by Joshua O'Connell
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4. show the answer
5.sneaky
6. cave reverb
7. LiveJoumal mascot
8. can be a Plus or Super
9. specialized saucepan
10. water activity
11. draw an analogy
12. actor Keaton
13. wash
18. Slavic person from a specific
country
23. put limits on
25. discerning
26. French composer
28. ancient imperial Chinese
dynasty
29. not outs
30. grass-covered field
31. globe-shaped cactus
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64

32. expectorated matter
33. to the
degree
37. bank cash dispenser
40. donkey
41. letter in the Greek alphabet
42. even, perhaps in poetry
44. makes a disguides reference
45. smells
47. having the shape of a pine cone
48. not there
49. recite again
50. zodiac sign
54.keen on
55. Oklahoma town
56. broadcasts
58. New Zealand tree
59. Greek god of war
60. wood heaped for burning
63. flightless bird
64. scientist's work area, for short

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
Advertisement
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LOGIC PUZZLE

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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JUDOKLI JUMBO
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A Sudoku Jumbo puzzle is solved just like regular Sudoku, but it's bigger.
Instead of numbers, the letters A through P are used.
Each letter appears once in each row, column and 16-box square.
Hours:
Sunday through Thursday

Cross off as letters are fully used: ABCDEFGHIJKLM NOP

11 a.m.-11 p.m.

P

Friday & Saturday

11 a.m. - midnight

M G K

B H
L

Sadexho
Campus Services

See clearly. Look amazing.

Glance
x y^optical
1499 Post Road / Fairfield, CT 06824 203.254.0042
1101 High Ridge Road / Stamford, CT 06905 203.322.2265

www.glancect.com

Student discount 15%
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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CHRIS SIMMONS

Mirror Sports 3x5
Super Bowl Edition

The Questions
I'd rather go to the Championship
round games where real fans can
afford to go instead of corporation
yuppies.

1. What would you give up to
be in Phoenix on Sunday?

Brady was an underdog who's
now smug and cocky. Eli was an
over-hyped QB who didn't live up
to expectations but finally broke
through. I'm rooting for Eli.
Terry Tate. Office Linebacker.

This should be a Pro Bowl skills
competition. People would actually watch. But I'd take Belichick;
he's got a little Annapolis in him.

^iaiits'24, Patriots 21

■

• I ii

Sports Clubs Sports Clubs Sports Clubs
The Department of Recreation has several Sport Club teams looking for
full time Fairfield University students who may be interested in
becoming members of their club.
To find out more about the opportunities, contact the club officers listed below:
Women's Rugby Club:

Lisa Deberadinis
Colleen O'Connor
Colleen Gibson

08Jdeberadinis@stagweb.fairfield.edu
09_coconnor2@stagweb.fairfield.edu
09_cgibson@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Men's Rugby Club:

Michael Kennedy

09_mkennedy@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Equestrian Club:

Elizabeth Jones
Jenna Esposito

09_ejones@stagweb.fairfield.edu
08Jesposito@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Martial Arts Club:

Fred Zusi

08 fzusi(5)staRweb.fairfield.edu

Women's Soccer Club:

Stacey Grossi

10_sgrossi@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Women's Hockey Club:

Erin Hickey

08_ehickey@stagweb.fairfield.ed

Sports Clubs Sports Clubs Sports Clubs

SPORTS

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Super Bowl showdown:
Giants and Patriots face-off in Phoenix as Fairfield fans watch
BY TOM CLEARY

The rivalry may not be as big as Red Sox-Yankees, but
across campus, New England Patriots and New York Giants
fans are divided heading into the Super Bowl match-up
between the two teams.
Giants fan Dan Kagdis '10 and his Loyola roommate,
Dan Kochanowicz '10, a Patriots fan, will not be watching
the game together.
"I'm going to have to go into another room," said

Contributed Photo

The Brady Bunch: Tom Brady leads the record-breaking
Patriots into the Super Bowl.

Kagdis. "I don't think I could stand watching it with him."
Kochanowicz agreed with his roommate, "I would
get mad if Dan was cheering and would rather be around
other Patriots fans for a better environment."
The Patriots are aiming for the first 19-0 season in
NFL history and would join the 1972 Miami Dolphins as
the only other undefeated Super Bowl champions.
Meanwhile, the Giants are riding high after three
road playoff victories over Tampa Bay, Dallas, and Green
Bay. They are 13-6 after claiming the second Wild Card
spot in the NFC.
The two teams met in the final game of the regular
season, and the Giants played the Patriots as well as any
other team has all season, before falling 38-35.
NFL Most Valuable Player Tom Brady leads the
Patriots after setting an NFL record with 50 touchdown
passes on the season, 23 to wide receiver Randy Moss,
who also broke a record for most touchdowns.
Eli Manning leads the Giants' offense and seems
to have finally reached the level that made him a firstoverall pick in the NFL draft four years ago.
The Patriots and Giants both have solid defenses.
Michael Strahan and Junior Seau, two of the top defensive players of their era, are both aiming for their
first Super Bowl rings after losing twice during the
mid-90s.
"I think the Patriots are going to win," said Kevin Sack-machine: Michael Strahan has had a great career but
hopes to find the one thing he's missing: a Super Bowl ring.
McGreen '10, "because Tom Brady is Jesus Christ."
Kagdis said he thinks the defense for the Giants,
led by Strahan and a group of young, hungry players, will nowhere near as high as when the Red Sox and Yankees
stop the Patriots' high-octane offense.
square off, but it is still there.
"I think the Patriots will win because they are one of
"We made a mutual agreement not to talk about it,"
the best offenses ever," said Kochanowicz. "Belichick had said Kochanowicz. "We both know how it feels when
two weeks to prepare, so they should be ready."
your team loses."
The tension between Giants and Patriots fans is
But for Patriots fans, it's been awhile.

Intramurals rank among
region's best
CONTINUED FROM P.

24

The intramural department has seen a 10
percent increase in the amount of total participants so far this season as well as a 12 percent
increase in the number of teams.
Palumbo said that Fairfield's intramural
department can compete with just about any
school in the country mainly because of the
variety of sports offered.
In an effort to broaden its field of participants, the intramural department tries out new
sports yearly.
This spring, it will give arena football
a chance. Last year, it offered 22 sports, but
Palumbo said that number will be closer to 25
this year.
"A lot of the other schools will count men's
A basketball, men's B basketball and co-ed
basketball as three sports. We count it solely as
basketball," said Palumbo. "Also, I don't know
of any schools that do anything with men's and
women's lacrosse or women's field hockey."
Assistant Director of Recreation John
Paladino agreed with Palumbo.
"I think we have as much, if not more, to
offer than the big schools with a more hands-on
approach," he said. "We have John [intramural
graduate assistant] and supervisors contacting
team captains before games to confirm the
schedule."
In a December 2006 issue of the Daily
Orange, Pierre Hahn wrote an article lamenting the woes of the intramural department at
Syracuse University.
"Even though many people would love to
play, they do not know how or when to sign up,"
he wrote. "The reason is a lack of advertisement
from Recreation Services, which organizes all
intramural sports."
Boston College graduate Brian Mulcahy
'07 has been to Fairfield and has seen the intramural process in action.
"I love how thorough the Fairfield University intramural program covers its leagues," he
said in an e-mail. "It's very impressive."

The intramural department is currently in
the midst of two of its most competitive sports:
5-on-5 basketball and floor hockey.
Palumbo said he expects student interest in
intramurals to continue to rise.
"The more kids hear about it, the more they
want to participate," he said.
Palumbo may be right as the most popular
intramural sport, softball, is still to come later
in the spring.
Last year, 612 students participated.
"Softball is by far the big one," said
Palumbo, "It's a social thing, especially the
co-ed divisions."
Twenty percent of all intramural participants are females, and co-ed softball is the
sport where female participation is the most
evident.
Registration for softball and other spring
sports begins on Feb. 25.

Werneke heads to Rutgers
CONTINUED FROM P.

24

We all wish him the best and hope
to keep in touch.
"It is better that he is making the
move to a big state program [instead
of] another school in the conference
or something," she added.
Despite his success, it will
be difficult for Werneke to shake
the stigma of his lack of MA AC
championships, mainly because
of the precedent set by the two
coaches before him, Todd Kress
and Mitch Jacobs.
The Stags will miss both
Werneke and this year's graduating class: Lindsey Lee, Jazmin
Pa'akaula, Campbell, Kelly Oliver and Ashley Hanohano.
The senior six have been
the faces of the program since
the moment they became part of
the team four seasons ago.
Lee, Oliver and Pa'akaula
all leave the school on the
top 10 lists in a variety of categories. Lee holds the career
record in digs, digs per game
and kills.
Oliver had arguably the
best season of any of this year's
class and moved into sixth
place all-time in career kills
and into 10th place in digs and
was picked on the All-MAAC
First Team.
Pa'akaula. is ninth in kills
and ranks third in digs.
But, like Werneke, the
new coach will inherit a team
that still has a lot of talent
remaining.
Fairfield has been established as one of the top volleyball programs in the Northeast
and should be able to find a
worthy successor to Werneke.
Athletic Director Gene

Doris has had experience replacing
coaches in the school's top sports
over the past two years, finding replacements for basketball coaches
Tim O'Toole and Dianne Nolan in
Ed Cooley and Joe Frager.
Werneke will be missed, but the
volleyball program should stay just
as strong under new leadership.

C.J. Werneke
by the numbers:
111 -85 overall record:
Fairfield's all-time
winningest
volleyball coach
64-8 in MAAC play
11 All-MAAC players
4 MAAC post-season
awards
4 consecutive MAAC
regular season
championships

2 time MAAC Coach of
the Year

Contributed photo

Standing tall: Joey Lucchesi '10 hangs from
the rim after winning the 2007 dunk contest for
students under six feet tall. The dunk contest is
part of the annual basketball skills competition.

0 NCAA appearances
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Women's basketball treads water
in conference play
■

BY CHRIS SIMMONS

With a 64-57 loss to Iona on
Sunday, the women's basketball team
wrapped up its first half of MAAC conference play in sixth place, falling to 4-5
in the league and 14-6 overall.
The Stags' offense has been shaky
before, but it normally finds its rhythm
after a few possessions. On Sunday, it
took nearly 14 minutes. Fairfield went
11:25 seconds without scoring any type
of points.
By the time some of their shots
finally fell, the Stags were down
23-5. They finished the game with 26
turnovers.
"I thought that in the first half Iona
did exactly what they wanted to do to
us, setting the tempo of the game," said
Head Coach Joe Frager. "They were
very physical with us defensively, in
a clean way. They took us out of what

rebounded them by nine.
The Stags were without their leading rebounder, Stephanie Geehan '10,
who averages 8.9 rebounds per game.
She has been out the past two games
with an illness.
Despite Geehan's absence, Fairfield
is ranked 22nd nationally in rebounding
margin, pulling down 7.0 more boards
than its opponents per game.
Also missing for a large portion of
the game was Baendu Lowenthal '09,
who had two quick fouls early.
The Stags' second leading scorer
and rebounder played only three minutes in the first half. However, she still
finished with 17 points and eight rebounds in only 21 minutes of action.
"It was tough," said Lowenthal.
"But other people have to step up. Mesha [Joseph '11] played great."
Joesph had four points and two
blocks in 12 minutes when foul trouble

"Pack the House"
vs. Niagara Purple Eagles (5-15
overall, 3-6 MAAC)
urpleEagle*
Friday, Feb. 1, 7 p.m.
Alumni Hall
First 500 fans receive sling bags. Wear red to be admitted for
$1. Help the women set a single-game attendance record.

vs. Canisius Golden Griffins (10-10
overall, 5-4 MAAC)
Sunday, Feb. 3,1 p.m.
Alumni Hall

we wanted to do early in the game.
There was a stretch there where we
missed five or six wide-open shots. I
was very, very pleased with the way
we responded."
Despite falling behind by a wide
margin and shooting only 18 percent
in the first half, the Stags rebounded to
shoot 47 percent in the second half and
nearly pulled off the comeback; at one
point the deficit was only five points.
"We're going to score; we have
gone through stretches where we
haven't scored," said Sabra Wrice '08,
who scored a game-high 18 points.
"But I think that once we get our heads
together and just get our poise and
our focus back, I know we are going
to score eventually. It's just always a
matter of when and how."
Along with outscoring the Gaels
in the second half, the Stags also out

The

SPORTS

forced Frager to juggle his lineup.
Megan Caskin '09 continued to
rack up assists, dishing out seven after
totaling 10 in two of her previous four
games. She is second in the MAAC in
assists per game.
However, Fairfield's offense is
last in the MAAC in conference games
in scoring, averaging 56.8 points per
game.
Despite their offensive struggles,
the Stags' defense still had some bright
spots. Fairfield forced 27 turnovers, and
Wrice had seven steals.
The Stags are currently ranked
16th in the nation in scoring defense
and first in the MAAC, holding opponents to 54.7 points per game.
While the Stags are currently in
-sixth place in the MAAC, a second
half run could catapult them up the
standings.

Mirror

Looking back hallway
through the MAAC
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

Midway through the MAAC season, it's time
to do what any good Jesuit would do: reflect.
Frager factor
First-year Head Coach Joe Frager was
brought in this season to replace the Stags' only
other D-I Coach Dianne Nolan and her 517 wins.
So far, it is hard to argue with the results. The
Stags, 14-6 overall and 4-5 in the MAAC, are
winning, and a slow start in the conference can
be partially explained by a tough early schedule.
The Stags no longer push the ball in transition,
but instead prefer to pull back and set up their
offense. While their defense has been one of
the best in the nation, the offense still has some
kinks to work out. It is still too early to call, but
the early results seem promising.
Jersey girls
Sabra Wrice '08 and Baendu Lowenthal
'09 form one of the top inside-outside duos in
the MAAC. Wrice leads the Stags with 16.9
points per game and 2.1 steals per game while
Lowenthal is second with 15 points per game,
second in rebounding with 7.7 per game and
third in steals with 1.1 per game. When both
have a hot hand, the Stags are hard to stop.

but sees the least time of any starter. Frager is
quick to call on Shireyll Moore '09 or he can
go with a smaller, quicker lineup adding Meka
Werts '08. All three Stags bring different aspects
to the table, but no one has been able to distance
themselves. Of course, depth and versatility can
be a good thing as well.
Future outlook
Despite being 4-5 in the MAAC, the Stags
are still poised to make a late season run. While
Marist, a Sweet Sixteen team last year, is probably going to be tough to catch, the Stags could
still come in second. Assuming Marist wins the
regular season and gets an NCAA Tournament
bid regardless of whether they win the MAAC
Tournament, the second place team in the regular
season would automatically earn a bid to the
WNIT. Plus, the first four teams in the MAAC
get a bye in the MAAC Tournament.
So, don't underestimate the importance of
the regular season. Of course a tournament win
along with an NCAA berth would be even nicer.
But the Stags should take it one game at a time
and leave it all on the court.

Inspector Gadget
Stephanie Geehan '10 was likened
to Inspector Gadget earlier in the year by
Frager due to her ability to pull in balls
seemingly out of reach. She is third on the
team with 7.6 points per game while leading
the team in rebounding and blocks with 8.9
per game and 1.3 per game, respectively^
Hgr post presence is pivotal to matching up
with bigger teams.
Passing fancy
Megan Caskin '09 leads the Stags with
five assists per game and boasts a 1.65 assist to turnover ratio. Those stellar numbers
are one reason that Frager trusts her to run
his offense almost exclusively, playing her
nearly 35 minutes per game. However, she
is averaging only 2.7 points. While she hit
a three to help win the game against Sacred
Heart, she still shies away from shooting,
preferring to pass the ball off even when
she may have an open look. If she can force
teams to respect her shooting as well as her
quarterbacking, she could join Wrice as one
of the best guards in the league.

Elyse Raby/The Mirror

Going up strong: Tara Flaherty '10 and the
Stags lost to Iona to fall back into sixth place in
Playing the three
the MAAC. They will play in Alumni Hall twice this
The small forward position has been weekend; on Friday night, the Stags will try to set
one of the most difficult for the Stags to fill. a single-game attendance record for the "Pack the
Lauren Groom '09 has started every game House" contest.

Evanovich provides spark for Stags after year off
CONTINUED FROM P.
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to find his role and prepare for the potential opportunities that
lay ahead. In fact, he credits much of his current success to
the extra work he put in one season ago.
"Last year, it was about me being on scout team trying to
get the team ready. Now, this year, I'm looking at the scout
team from the other side," he said. "Now I'm trying to learn
what the other team is going to do and know how to react."
That lengthy season on the bench ended on a Friday
night in Winston-Salem, and Evanovich and the Stags could
not have scripted a better beginning: 20 points against Wake
Forest. After a performance like that, it was conceivable that
Fairfield had found the answer to the loss of graduated guard
Michael Van Schaick '07.
But the positive atmosphere quickly changed.
"I kind of hit a slump," said Evanovich.
The remaining out-of-conference games were not so kind.
He struggled against Holy Cross in the team's second game,
totaling only five points in 27 minutes. Against Sacred Heart,
Evanovich missed seven of his nine shots.

It seemed the inconsistency that led him to
Fairfield had followed him from Iowa.
A few dismal shooting performances later and
Evanovich had played himself to the bench. Beginning
with a road game at Cincinnati, he managed only 48
minutes in a five-game span.
Fairfield lost all five of those games.
"As any coach has to deal with, the coach has to
find the rotation ... and see it work," said Evanovich.
"Coach Cooley had to find what works."
A 3-1 start to the conference schedule gave the
illusion that Fairfield had finally found the continuity
it was missing early in the season. However, Fairfield
has still shown signs of inconsistency.
Regardless of the Stags' current standing, the team
is reaching the breaking point in the season.
"I hope we can put it together as a whole team for
three games in March," said Evanovich.
Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror
If the Stags have any chance of putting it to- Man-beast: Mike Evanovich '09 creates mismatches with his size
gether, Evanovich will be a key piece to the Stags' and ability to shoot. ESPN's Kyle Whelliston said in the preseason
big picture.
that Evanovich should be a "beast" to other MAAC teams.
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Be like Mike:
Transfer Michael Evanovich '09 brings
versatility to men's basketball
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Saying goodbye

BY KEITH CONNORS

For Mike Evanovich '09, decisions on the court are easy: shoot or keep
moving the ball.
"Mike's a catch-and-shoot kind of guy," said Head Coach Ed Cooley of his
transfer forward, who had just torched St. Peter's to the
tune of 19 points.
Decisions off the court, though, have not always
WBm"
been so simple for Evanovich. His collegiate start
marred by transition, Evanovich is finally beginning
to find a groove in a career that began in a most unpredictable way.
Unpredictably was not always the case for
Evanovich. A native of Storrs, Conn., his high school
career screamed of greatness: conference player of the
year in his junior and senior season, All-State honorEVANOVICH.
able mention, a spot on the McDonald's All-American
team.
Evanovich, however, resisted potential scholarships.
He chose to play an extra season at South Kent Prep, a rural college preparatory school known for mainly one thing: basketball. A vignette on "60 Minutes"
and several New York Times features can attest to the fact that South Kent is a
veritable breeding ground for up-and-coming basketball athletes.
Evanovich said he believed that an extra year of playing at a premier prep
school would further enhance his stock and potentially propel him into a major
conference school.
He was right. South Kent Prep finished that season 13-9, and Evanovich was
one of the team's many stars.
After that successful season, premier basketball colleges came knocking
yet again.
"I had a few offers from Patriot League schools and Atlantic-10 Schools,"
said Evanovich, who is about as unassuming as a Division-I player can be. "Then
Iowa State came in with the offer, and I really took it before I even saw it because
it was a Big-XII school."
"I wanted to see if I could make it out there [in a big program]," he added.
Iowa State Coach Wayne Morgan and his Cyclones gave Evanovich the
chance of a lifetime; it was an opportunity to play in the limelight at a Big-XII
school in the "Bible Belt" of college basketball. The Cyclones were coming off
an NCAA tournament appearance, which included a thrilling opening-round win
over favored Minnesota.
Evanovich encountered the typical routine most freshmen recruits face at a
major college basketball program. Learn from the best, run the scout team, and
prepare yourself for the rivalry games and NCAA bids to come.
Or so he thought.
"When I got through freshman year, coach [Morgan] was fired right after the
season ended," said Evanovich.
Change, in this case, was
not necessarily a good thing.
"The guy they hired, Greg
McDermott, came from Northern Iowa, who was our rival.
Although I think I could have
fit into his system, I honestly did
not get along with him personally," said Evanovich. "I felt like
I needed to leave."
As Evanovich searched for
answers and looked, he immediately went to South Kent Prep
Coach Raphael Chillious for
some much-needed help.
"[Chillious] knew [Cooley]
from Boston College. He was
the connection for me," said
Evanovich. "In the end, it came
down to here or Loyola. I chose
to come here after I visited both
schools."
The move back to Connecticut was far from seamless.
Aside from adjusting to a new
program, Evanovich was forced
to sit out a season of eligibility,
as per NCAA transfer rules.
"It was rough to have to
sit and watch, especially knowing that you want to be out
there and help the team," said
Evanovich.
As difficult as it was,
Peter Caty/The Mirror
Evanovich worked diligently
Shooting star: Mike Evanovich '09 has
been one of the Stags' top shooters this season, his first after sitting out last year.
SEE "EVANOVICH" P. 22

Elyse Raby/The Mirror

Watching from afar: Former volleyball Head Coach C.J. Werneke watches Jazmin Pa'akaula '08
and Associate Athletic Director Alison Sexton on Senior Day. Werneke is leaving the program after six
seasons at the helm. Werneke is the winningest coach in Stags volleyball history.

Werneke leaves behind legacy of success,
core group of players will return

I
^PF

TOM CLEARY
He immediately helped
MIRROR SPORTS the Stags back into the MAAC
championship game and took
EDITOR

When C.J.

Werneke accepted
the position of head volleyball
coach at Fairfield, he was expected to continue the tradition
of winning. The Stags had
earned five-straight NCAA
championships berths before
he took over.
It was a difficult task for
Werneke, who inherited a talented team that had lost many
key players from the previous
season.

them there five more times in
his six seasons at Fairfield, but
he never earned a spot in the
NCAA tournament.
It was a combination of
bad luck and the strength of
Siena, who has emerged as a
dynasty in the MAAC, replacing the Stags.
But in the end, Werneke
leaves Fairfield as the winningest coach in program history while also bringing in a
few of its best players.
"It is never a good time to

leave, but I made a personal and
family decision to leave now,"
said Werneke.
Werneke is leaving along
with his strong senior class,
but remaining behind are a
solid group of players and a
six-person recruiting class that
is ranked among the top 100 in
the country.
"I talked to everyone on the
team and they all support his decision," said Lauren Campbell
'08. "It would be easy to say that
it is about the five of us leaving,
but it is about more than that.
SEE "WERNEKE" ON P.
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Weekend warriors
BY DAN STANCZYK

Sunday is no longer a day of rest, at least for
one college senior.
After living the college life for three consecutive nights, John Zanzarella '08 actually sets
his alarm so he can wake up in time to get to the
Rec Plex on Sunday to participate in intramurals.
It's basketball season now and Zanzarella's last
chance at a coveted championship T-shirt.
"Intramurals have been a huge part of my
life at Fairfield," he said. "It gives high school
athletes a chance to stay competitive and active
in all sports whether they played them in high
school or not. Playing intramurals is a great opportunity to make friends and spend time with
your friends. My roommates at the beach are
all kids I met playing intramural basketball as
a freshman."
Zanzarella is not alone. The intramural
department saw 2,848 people participate in the
2006-2007 academic year.Naturally, there are
students who participate in more than one sport.
Out of the 2,848 total participants, 1,444, or 45
percent of the undergraduate student body, were
unique participants.
Director of Recreation Phil Palumbo credits
much of the success to his staff.
"I believe that we are successful because

:e
45% of students participate
10% increase in participation
i|
since last year
22 sports
go to »rww.fairffeM4^W%r»unu«b to register!
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intramurals are run by the students," he said.
"Our IM staff, with our graduate assistant,
supervisors and officials, deal directly with the
students and because of this we are able to more
quickly respond. We are able to react quicker to
student concerns."
Participants, like Zanzarella, also give the
intramural staff high reviews.
"The Fairfield intramural department goes
beyond just making a schedule," he said. "They
keep statistics, advertise games of the week and
do other fun things that give students a reason to
try hard and take intramurals seriously."
SEE "INTRAMURALS" ON P.
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